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Newham international Festival
oiTheatre in Education
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TOBER 19th—25th E

companies
tlnclude: Creative Arts 1'-ria**; (I.-‘an Yo;-"3t), _ Hctrl-"-fit;
(Elias York), Bouuerie St.' T.I.£‘. (Auotr*aZ'i61), 5~‘<"~i*~’=~r"47.?".'

m I rn T 1 (D IL JT.I.E._, Coc7<p'it, lerseyside Young rt;-o,s'.-lc
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NEVER AGAIN! The Hows and Whys of stopping
fascism, by Colin Sparks.
Fascism. born of the economic crisis of the1930's. brought the barba-
rism and death camps of World War ll. Now, as another crisis deepens, it
raises its head again This book looks at how and why fascism grows,
how and why its opponents failed in the 1930s, and how and why it can
be stopped today. Price £1.95.

£1.95.

ROSA LUXEIIBURO, by Tony Cliff
How many people. when asked to list the great socialist thinkers. will
come up with a line of mon? Marx, Engels. Lenin, Trotsky Far too
man of us to of th t th 'Y rg a among egroatost contributors to socialist ideasstands Rosa Luxernburg. This book aims to redress the balance. Price

Available by post from
BOOKMARKS. 265 Seven Sisters Road. London. N4
BOOKMARKS bookshop, two floors of books on aoolalhrn, trade
unionism, workers‘ history, woman's loauoo, lntomatlonallom and

Lucius -— Dance in Education Action Pie, .€.'>'ia‘"'Zr-.?..'.->:~-- , touch moro.Juatroundtl\ocomerlromFlnabury Parktuooatotlon
J ‘ _ _ I’?

Women's Theatre Griaup, Chrnis Halcrts, Pm.t. r,.~ ,,s,r;
L.- - '._. - I. -- 'I ~ 3_ .

Nadiizarn Drarna Team, Theatre Ceiitrc, G]"‘C—*‘€?’l.."€..{f+»;,
-1 I

Gay’s The Wordspeakers
J

1 r #1., r ?'--"'.;.. ,-.--‘sf t. IJohn Horzgson, i/Gil---633‘ .*_.ur...?..,_;', -<1, s
Lil;-¢|'tl:JYJ-**I[rIF1I

tickets
are avarli-able at a daily or wecitily rate.-

. t, 77
Da<iEg=.' .:".:"- i.lcei<Zy.' rec» '00-7__()_

66. Marchmont St. London WC1.

\. C-1
tnclude: Stuart Bennett, srcan Clara noun; , J»

ay-i-Feminist books
New-i-Secondhand.

L15. im ports
Badges
Posters +-
Records

A‘.
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*3’V‘ow‘

F1411 P71;-,~:,_,,?,,CI,..,,,r2c anal Bocrkrirzfr Forms are a';ia-zfiabiic fr " __ O‘ 179 765' ._.

Ian Basater,
In}FI_ZuIFI EEI-ZOE.

Erfufidtiiciiii Ci_r"_;r"eces,
Strratford Iijrioaaoa , .
£N9i1Cfi9l1, Efzwfio

lOl\lDOl\
BOROUGH Cr?
NEWHAM

in co - operation with Theatre Royal
St ratiord East
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urgently needed for Inner City Partnership-funded Community Resource

iii

inlIorthLondon.ColItoooouo...

Voz do llrrirladc, Movimento and
other progressive publications
from Brazil nvailaltle al.
CARILA, Latin American
Bookshop, 29 Islinglon Park Street
London N.l.
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A NEW RADICAL BOOKSHOP
101 , C KILBURN SQUARE,
(1st floor shopping prec1nct
in Kilburn High Road)

LONDON NW6 6PS
te1:O1-328 1399

SOCIALIST FEMINIST

Centre in Lambeth. Teaching printing to groups involved in local
community, trade union. anti-racist, anti-sexist, and non-commercial
work.

For application form and job description, contact:
Union Place on 735 6123. Closing date October 10th.
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RATES: 6p a word. Ads must be prepaid by cheque o_r PO
made out to the Leveller (1979) Ltd. We reserve the right to
refuse any ad.
PEOPLE AGAINST NUCLEAR
ENERGY — T-shirt with four
colour design on white. Available
in S/M/L £3 indi p&p. Send s.a.e.
for full catalogue. All proceeds
to support ecology centre. From
EARTHWISE, 15 Goosegate,
Nottingham.
CYRENIANS — Help homeless
single people by running proiect
and campaigning on their behalf.
250 volunteers are needed this
year to help run community-
style houses throughout the UK
board and pocket-money
provided. If you want to do some
thing about homelessness come
and help us. Contact: volunteers,
The Cyrenians, 13 Wlncheap Rd,
Canterbury, Kent CT1 3TB.
Telephone (0227) 51641.

1

MEN LIVING TOGETHER.
Interested in a rural commune
with gay men? Contact Will, Moor
Farm, Stainbock Lane, Leeds 7.
For our ideas.

MANAGER/E55 to initiate
Community Bookshop in Corby
as part of Community Arts Project.
Experience of Community]
Alternative shop & business
acumen essential. S.A.E. for job
description to: Corby Community
Arts, Lincoln Square, Corby,
Northants‘NN1B 9HW.

COMMUNAL. LIVING/WORKiNt_i.
COLLECTIVES. For details or
some groups looking for new
members send s.a.e. to 2 Mentor
Street, Manchester 13.
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$5 it NEWS

8-13 BACK TO SCHOOL

I 14-16 BEYOND THE
FRAGMENTS

17 BOLIVIA:
The right wing coup;
NICARAGUA:
education after the
revolution

18 HOLLAND:
-- Squatters’plan of defence

19 LABOUR PARTY:
Back to School: A New term, a new school year, the some old grind. Leveller writers take Proposals f01’ really
a sceptical look at education Pages 8-13 radical change

___ " , 20-21 MAGAZINES:
Rebecca seeks £40,000,theL why newsagents don ’t
sell the Leveller, and
Magill moves in to s

1“ feminist issues

22 BABYLON AND
HEARTBEAT,
two new films; plus
books on sexism and
education and why have
children?

JEAN LUC GODARD:
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MUEFEAR S a very critical appreciation,Tea  “Rig 24-25 THEATRE:
and a welcome return for

- fringe listings, reviews and
news

‘i-‘iii
Beyond The Fragments: The
conference of the book of the
pamphlet with a cast of 1,500
and an angry mon in a leather
jacket. Pages 14-16 26 BACK PAGES

Cover photomontage by Chris Schiiler
Cover pictures by Angela Phillips,

The Last Monthly: We,” be Jeff Katz and Start-Rite Shoes Ltd

back with you on October
29 with the first of the fort- W
nightlies. Further details
Page 27

Page picture last month of the London
Women ’s Liberation Movement Con-
ference should have carried her by-line.

-cmJhu-i‘.

An independent Socialist magazine produced by the Levelier collective and owned by the magazine's supporting subscribers. Published by the Levellar
Magazine (1979) Ltd., 57 Caledonian Road, London N1; tel: 01-278 0146. Collective meetings, held every Tuesday at 7 pm in the office, are open to
all, and all contributions — articles, pictures, cartoons, stories or letters — are welcome. National bookshop distribution by Full Time Distribution,
27 Clerkenwell Close London EC1; tel: 01-251 4976. National Newsagent distribution by Moore Harness Ltd, 50 Eagle Wharf Fld. London N1; tel:
01 251-9224. Process: camerawork by Blackrose Press and Redesign, 7a Duncan Terrace- London N1; typeset by Bread ‘fl’ R0805. 30 Camden Road,
London NW1; tel: 01-485 4432. Printed by Blackrose Press, 30 Clerkenwell Close, London EC1.
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Apologies to Val Wilmer. The Contents
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WLM Conference

WE OBJECT to Liz Storey’s
article (The Leveller, September)
‘Sisterhood or separatism’ about
the Third London Women’s Lib-
eration Conference. It was inaccur-
ate in that she didn’t explain (or
didn’t understand) how the
conference came to have the work-
shops it did and it was a distortion
in that she helps to perpetuate
the myth that the Revolutionary
Feminist position is the dominant
one in Women’s Liberation.

First of all, to explain about
the content of the conference.
All 43 workshops were the
suggestions of individual women
or women’s groups who respond-
ed to the notices from the Con-
ference Planning Group in the
London Women’s Liberation
Newsletter and in WIRES. The
opportunity was there for any
feminists who chose to contribute
workshop topics for the con-
ference. However some women
who attended may not have
realised this since the notices we
tried to put in Tim_e 0ut’s Agit-
prop were altered in such a way
as to say that the Planmng Group
had in fact, not only chosen all
the topics for the workshops, but
had written all the papers as well.

As for the report back session
-— there was no rigid three-minute
rule and the decision to have no
resolutions or voting was for
exactly the opposite reason she
suggests. This was clear enough
from the paper produced by the
plarming group. The conference
was meant to be a participatory
one from the planning stages
onwards and not something that
was directed. And if, by the way,
only ten Socialist Feminists did
attend and none contributed any
workshop topics in the planning
stages, their absencelboycottl
withdrawal/smugness is for them
to answer.

We do not think the conference
was a ‘heavy dose. of Revolutionary
Feminism’, but feel the selective-
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ness of Liz Storey’s reporting
implied that it was. She did this
by only mentioning some
workshops and a few carefully
chosen quotes. Since when have
women who have attended
Women’s Liberation conferences
and meetings felt entitled to write
them up, particularly with quotes,
ior non-feminist publications? It
would have been more honest to
have said at the time that that was
part of her purpose for being
there, since women should be all-
owed to choose when and how
they represent their politics to
other people.

It seems that her obsession
with Revolutionary Feminism
made it impossible for her to
acknowledge the presence of
other women let alone to hear
their views. Because a small group
strongly believe in their shared
political analysis and are honest
about expressing it, this doesn’t
mean that the majority of other
women have no views nor that
the same small group oppresses
them into silence. Most women
in Women’s Liberation are not
aligned to any particular tendency
and the views they express are
very diverse. Obviously it’s harder
to write about them and also they
are not such a convenient target
for annortioning blame for any
failings that are the responsibility
of the Women’s Liberation move-
ment as a whole.

If we all, like Liz, become
observers, will there be a Women’s
Liberation movement to partici-
pate in?

The Third London Area
Women ’s Liberation
Planning Group, London
WC2.

 

We have received other letters
which make the same points
but have not been able to print '
them because ofpressure on
space
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Open letter to Willie
Black, SWP Edinburgh

Dear Comrade,
Monday evening, 25 August,

1980, is going to stick in your
mind for a very long time. There,
on the steps into Edinburgh
Trades Council, you crossed a
picket line of over 30 women and
men protesting at the three-day
visit by CAST which was spon-
sored by SWP Edinburgh.

You were very sore and very
angry. ‘Who,‘ you said, ‘has done
more to .raise in the Trades
Council questions of sexism, gay
rights, factory-based struggles and
opposition to Tory and Labour
cuts’ than you? Why, you and
your members argued, did we not
strike the picket and reassemble
outside venues of other Festival
Fringe events more sexist than
CAST?

I, for one, recognise your
anger. I was co-ordinator of the
first International Gay Rights
Congress (Edinburgh, December
1974). The event was soundly
and effectively disrupted by
women who had smelled a sexist
rat while we (men) sailed on
turning deaf inner ears to criti-
cism. The lessons are still sinking
in: revolutionaries must confront
the power we inherit as men
Confronting that power, and
understanding how it stultifies
effective creative links between
socialists and, in particular, rela-
tionships both personal and
political between men and
women, is a vital task. There is
a gut fear in a lot of straight left
men that modification of their
toughness will cause them to flip
into passivity or effeminate
homosexuality. Or, rather, that it
will be seen as such in other
socialist men’s eyes.

CAST is for lazy socialists,
glad. to have a dose of leftie
humour which stops short of
making demands on its audiences’
sensibilities. The use of offensive
sexism or racism in plays, tele-
vision or cinema as joke is no
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longer funny. We want - we
demand - better than that.

Women who said they wished
to work separately from men
were accused by you of being
non-socialist. This gave great
offence to your highly political
audience. What you said was
little short of childish: "I’m better
(more socialist) than you are’.
The confrontation could have
been avoided and turned into
something more valuable and of
permanent benefit if you and
your comrades had drawn some
lessons from the disruption of
CAST’s last appearance in Edin-
burgh on May l. You could have
called an Open Day Discussion.
Instead you cold-shouldered the
issue, disciplined wayward SWP
members, and simply hoped
everything would be forgotten
about.

Willie, it is precisely because
you’re anything but a moron
that I’m writing this Open Letter
(I hope you’ll respond in The
Leveller) in the hope that soon
you’ll start to explore the alien-
ation you and your comrades
cause in Edinburgh this summer.

Ian Dunn,
lid inbu rgh.
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Lord God Almighty Fan
THE ARROGANCE of religious
people is sometimes almost un-
believable (Sherry Waldon’s
letter, The Leveller 41)". Day after
day atheists have to endure an
endless barrage of religious propa-
ganda, which we find nauseating,
in all the media. Then when we
attempt to answer back with
lainpoons or send-ups of religion,
such as the highly amusing and
entertaining Lord God Almighty,
we have ‘bad taste’ flung at us.

‘Taste’, ‘good’ or ‘bad’, could
only exist in bourgeois society. It
is only one of many artificial
mores imposed upon the majority
by the minority, and is of no
relevance whatsoever to the long,
hard and ultimately bloody task
of building genuine socialism, as
opposed to phoney social-demo-
cracy.

We need a lot more material
along Lord God Almighty lines
to expose religion for what it
really is: superstition.

Myra Ch ilds,
London SE1.

More on More Bad News

WE. DlDN’T think a lot of your
review ofMore Bad News and
were surprised to, see such a right
wing statement in The Leveller.
It took the same position on us as
The Times. They too attributed
the faults in TV production to
the routine difficulties of journal-
ists. News bulletins are changed
and re-organised as your reviewer
said because of constraints of
time and boredom.

This is bullshit. After three
years analysing the news we
proved that such changes are in
one direction and_d_emon.strated
links between political manipul-
ation and the laying of blame
for the economic crisis at the door
of the working class. When a report
of a speech is changed from one
that criticises management and
unions to being one which
criticises the workforce alone and is
is then followed by 42 other refer-
ences all of which blame the
workforce, then this cannot be
put down to the random con-

ETTER
straints of time. It is simply not
good enough to attack us (incor-
rectly) for not describing what
new 0 1 ' '
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Francis
sr oms ook like, and again to C .-» t

imply (incorrectly) that we don’t
have expeflvncv of Wvrklns as jour- MORE INFORMATION on the
nalists. This is again the sort of
nonsense that was thrown at us
by the right wing Press.

What we have done is to
publicise alternative political views
and to provide hard and irrefutable
evidence which can be used_iii
struggles to change the media.
What else is the point of doing
radical critiques or providing
radical journalism? Why bother to
write The Leveller?

This is a point we might take
up with your reviewer. He says
that our findings are insignificant
because ‘we all know what’s wrong
with telvsision news’. Who is the
‘we’ that he is referring to? Does
he mean everyone who reads The
Leveller? What about the 68 oer
cent of the population (according)
to opinion polls) who believe that
television is the most reliable
source of news‘? A year ago The
Daily Telegraph gleefully reported
that 70 per cent of the population
thought trade unions were the
main cause of economic crisis.
Let’s be clear—-— many trade union-
ists believe this. We have done
more than 200 talks at trade
union schools and conferences
over the last four years. People
are really surprised and sometimes
outraged when they see how this
picture of the economic crisis is
set up on television. For your
reviewer to imply we needn’t
bother because everyone knows,
is simply silly.

Finally, the worst thing about
the review is the awful fatalism
with which it ends. That ‘tele-
vision news w0n’t ever do any-
thing except underline the
dominant view of society’. This
is a terrible put-down of all the
struggles which are going on in-
side and outside the media to
change it. If there are not intense
conflicts in the BBC and ITV over
such things as the coverage of
Ireland - then how come so many
journalists have jeopardised their
careers for better coverage? If
media institutions in capitalism
simply reflect dominant views
then why did the Attorney General
have to threaten, the BBC, as it did
recently, with the Prevention of
Terrorism Act, to make it toe
the line?

Our work is being used to press
the BBC and ITN to fulfil their
legal requirements to be balanced
and accurate, and also to argue for
the neccessity of alternative forms
of media. If our case against tele-
vision news is accepted then
either the media will have to
change or else people will stop
believing them. Either way that
has got to be good news for
magazines like The Leveller — why
don’t you recognise it?

Greg Philo, John Hrwvitt,
Pete Beharel. Glasgow
University Media (iroup.

 

BBC’s shopping to the police of
the journalist who got the inter-
view with escaped gangster
Charles Richardson (see last
issue). When reporter Tony Van
den Bergh turned up to see radio
producer Hugh Purcell with his
tapes of Richardson’s impeccable
sociologese, it was no surprise.

Purcell had given him the tapes
and knew what Van den Bergh
was going to do : indeed, Purcell
had a solicitor waiting to see the
reporter, whose advice - later
overruled by the BBC’s senior
solicitor Tony Bostock - was

_.___..... r _§!§s
Armed Forces HQs, Sub Regional
HQs, and County and District
HQs will be activated and
personned.

More interestingly, Army
Field Force Eight, stationed at
Bulford, will be practicing its
home defence role, guarding
strategic points throughout the
country : NATO installations,
radio and TV stations, microwave
towers, food and fuel dumps, or
anything else which might take
the fancy of yer average nasty
subversive. The main area of
operations is going to be in Eastern
and North Eastern areas with
their headquarters at Colchester
and York. If you see armed sol-
diers on the lurk that week, ask
them how many subversives
they’ve shot that day.

that the ta s should be offered .Pe
to the police. Purcell therefore
contacted Thames Valley Police,
having told Van den Bergh he was
going to do so.

So much for the assertion from
Dick ‘Francis of the Yard’ Francis,
the BBC’s Director of News and
Current Affairs, that Van den
Bergh had ‘falsely said he was
acting for the BBC’. Francis’
remark was in the minutes of
the senior editorial meeting. In
any case, Van den Bergh has
worked regularly for the BBC, as
a freelance, for more than 20
years - including for Francis "
when he was a mere producer.

But the most intriguing
aspect came later. The police
were not in the least interested
111 the tip-Off the BBC were
so keen to give.

Van den Bergh was perfectly
happy to meet the police, and
arranged two meetings with them
at his solicitor’s office. Twice
the police simply failed to show
up. Only after persistent
pressure from the solicitor did
an inspector from the Kent
Constabulary come along for a
third meeting, and all he did was
to ask :_ “Do the tapes give any
indipation where Richardson is ?
is .

“No,” said Van den Bergh.
“ln that case,” said Old Bill,

“We’re not interested”. And away
he went. without even listening
to the tapes, let alone seizing
them.

The BBC hasn’t listened to the
tapes either. The magnetic
record of what is probably, in
straight journalistic terms, one
of the most sensational inter-
views conceivable at the moment,
lies gathering dust in Van den
Bergh’s home.

Nukes: their
plans & ours

ON SEPTEMBER 19 there will
be an atomic attack on this
gountry. Breathe easy, they’ll
only be paper bombs. But Home
Defence Exercise ‘Operation -
Square Leg’, part of the massive
NATO manouvres going on this
month, isn’t a joke.

For the week culminating
in ‘B’ Day on the 19th, all
I 
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YorkCND
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Nagasaki Day marchers passing
through the centre of York. Later
their rally attracted 800 people :
up and down the country local
CND groups staged similar even ts.
Meanwhile.......

Plans for the major London CND
rally, scheduled for Sunday
October 26, are well-advanced
and follow a summer of activity
unprecedented since the heady I;
days of the early sixties. Rally ’
organiser Sally Davidson says
that the level of interest is “far
greater” than anything she’s
ever knovim at CND.

The rally will start from
Hyde Park and march to Trafal-
gar Square. Sets by the Pop
Group and Athletico Spizz
will precede speeches from a
platform which includes Tony
Benn, the T&G’s Alec Kitson,
and EP Thompson, hotfoot from
an American speaking tour.
Other speakers include actress
Susannah Yorke, Liberal MP
David Alton and representatives
of various CND youth groups.

Last year CND’s October
rally, timed to coincide with
United Nations Disarmament
Week, attracted little support
or interest. This year, with cam-
paigns against cruise and Trident
mobilising across the country, the
signs are that the rally should be
enormous.

5
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Photograpner Jeremy Nicholls took this picture ofa cameraman
at the recent Notting Hill Camival. Jerry- was particularly interested
in the man ’s badge, which proclaims him to be a supporter of
the youth section ofJamaica ’s ruling Peoples’National Party. A
few minutes after the picture was taken, Jerry saw him joining a
group ofother policemen arresting a youth ..... ..

PTA charges dropped
THE ARRESTS of Mike Duffield
and Kirstine Crosbie, two street
sellers of the Revolutionary
Communist Group’s Fight
Racism ll Fight Imperialism !,
under the Prevention of Terror-
ism Act in Glasgow last month
brings the total of RCG paper
sellers held over the past 16
months to 22.

Arrested outside Celtic’s
ground on August 8, they were
allowed home, with instructions
to re ort to the Sheriff’s CourtP
two days later. Over those two days
they were transformed into such
threats to the state that they
were remanded in custody, charged
under Section 1(1) of the PTA
with ‘soliciting and inviting
financial support for a proscribed
organisation, namely the IRA’,
which carries a possible five years
in prison.

Police opposed bail on the
grounds of the ‘nature of the
charge’, and the need to make
‘further enquiries’. Strangely,
however, they made none : no
RCG contacts in Glasgow or any-
where else were visited at all, and
the two themselves were never
even questioned.

They were, however, held in
appalling conditions. Mike, in
particular, in Barlinnie Prison,
was forced to wear prison clothes
and refused some visits (com-
pletely against the regulations

I-
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for remand prisoners), refused
showers and locked up as a Cate-
gory A (maximum risk) prisoner.

In one peculiar incident he was
‘planted’ with evidence - a maga-
zine with IRA slogans scrawled
through it - by another
prisoner. Luckily, by the time
the screws arrived to search his
cell to ‘find’ it, he had had the
presence of mind to write, and
conceal, not one but two letters
about it to his solicitor, so on
being told the screws had to
shuffle away.

More peculiarly, when Mike
and Kirstine came up in court
again, they had miraculously
transformed back again, to mere
minor irritants. The charges were
dropped and now they are only
facing ‘breach of the peace’ and
have been allowed unconditional
bail

The RCG are convinced that
the affair has simply been part of
an apparent state campaign of
harassment against them. With
no attempt at investigation to
substantiate the charges, it would
seem there never was any real
intention to proceed with them.
It was just a matter of using a
conveniently draconian law to
keep someone you find irritating
in prison for a while, a bit of a
frightener. The RCG, however,
aren’t going to take the message.

L
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DELEGATES AND supporters
from Tameside Trades Council’s
reinstatement campaign picketed
the TUC conference earlier this
month. But while Bi'ighton’s
finest kept the chanting pickets
behind the barriers and away
from the delegates, a
“classic mix-up” inside the hall
ensured that the matter was
never raised on the conference
floor.

The same day a meeting of
a few right-wing Labour counci-
llors at Ashton-Under-Lyne
Town Hall took the first tentative
steps towards setting up a new
‘official’ Trades Council.

Tameside was thrown out of
the TUC last March after they
had refused to cancel a conference
under the slogans of ‘Bring the
Irish War to Britain’, and ‘Troops
Out Now’ (see Levellers 37 and
38). The conference was organised
after a speaker from the Smash
the Prevention of Terrorism Act
Campaign had addressed the
Council and won their support.

Len Murray sent the Council
a letter telling them that since
they persisted in holding their
conference against TUC wishes,
they were no longer affiliated. The
Irish conference took place in the
Spring, and a campaign was mobi-
lised which has so far gained the
support of 50 Trades Councils
and 30 union branches.

The matter was raised as an
emergency motion at the National
Union of Journalists’ Annual
Delegate Meeting. held last April
in Portrush, Northern Ireland. The
motion called on the TUC to
reinstate Tameside. The TUC
replied with a copy of the rele-
vant circulars and the NUJ’s
General Purposes Committee
decided to take no further action.

But the union’s elected
National Executive Committee
opted to press for the relevant
section of the TUC’s annual
report to be ‘referred back’ at
Brighton. NUJ delegate meetings
during August decided that Mike
Bower, the Northern Organiser,
should interven at conference but,
says Bower, who wasn’t at the
meeting, nobody told him.

NUJ Assistant Secretary Bob
Norris says he gave Bower the
Tameside file and asked him to
raise it at conference : somewhere
between the two men there was
what Norris calls a “classic mix-
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up”. It wasn’t until they signed
the picket’s petition on Wednesday
afternoon that it occurred to either
of them to find out what was '
going on.

That same night Frances Dean,
Secretary of Manchester Trades
Council, and North Western
representative of the TUC’s
Joint Coordinating Committee,
called a small meeting at Ashton
town hall. Dean, who was not
available for comment, had
contributed much of the original
report on Tameside which had
led to the TUC General Council’s
decision to throw them out.

About ten local councillors
turned up to the TUC-sponsored
meeting, passing a picket as they
did so. Only one of them was a
Trades Council delegate. After a
confused session they agreed to
meet again in eight to ten weeks
time. The old Trades Council,
which had originally had delegates
from 44' branches, now meets
irregularly with about 15
branches present. Most Trades
Union General Secretaries
have sent circulars to their iocal
branches telling them not to
support the ‘rebels’. But others,
like Council Secretary Dave
Hallsworth’s own AUEW, are
saying that even if the new
Trades Council gets launched,
then Hallsworth will still be their
delegate.

Hallsworth says that the
campaign to reinstate Tameside
has had broad support from the
labour movement - that was

_ 

Tameside campaign I p
let down at TUC  

certainly the impression given
by the friendly response of many
of the delegates to the TUC
picket - and that it has been most
actively supported by the Revo-
lutionary Communist Tendency
and the Workers’ Socialist League,
together with some Labour Party
members. He is critical of the
Socialist Workers Party’s apparent
lack of interest, and scathing of the
role of the Communist Party.

If the proposed new Trades
Council is to have any credibility,
it will need the support of local
activists, something that seems
unlikely at present. Indeed, if the
NUJ hadn’t got things so con-
fused, the rebels might just have
had the support of the TUC con-
ference for their stand. Instead
Tameside remains a challenge to
labour movement complacency
over Ireland.
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s oison scandal
TWENTY WORKERS are to be
made redundant at the Leeds
factory of Yorkshire Chemicals.
Nothing unusual in that, these
days, except that eight of them
are shop steward s, and they in-
clude many of the health and
safety representatives in a
company which has become in-
famous through a number of
poisoning incidents.

Last June Leeds Other Paper
reported the case of Moses I
Prentice, a dye worker whose
face and hands had darkened
after he had been poisoned by
mercury salts. Prentice worked
in the company’s ‘Q’ shed, but
when he complained in July 1979
to the company doctor, she gave
him a sick note but did not suggest
that he seek specialist advice.

When the note ran out Prentice
was offered work in other sheds
that didn’t use the mercury salts.
He refused, saying he didn’t want
to work with dyes at all. So the
company sacked him.

It wasn’t until January this
year that Prentice went for
specialist advice to Leeds General
Infirmary : tests at the hospital
showed that he was suffering from
Department of Health and
Social Security Disease Five,
mercury poisoning.

But the Leeds Industrial
Tribunal decided that Prentice
was fairly sacked because he would
not do the work the company had
employed him for. In June this
year, following widespread alarm
amongst the workers after the mer-
cury poisoning had been made
public, work was halted in ‘Q’
shed until the trade union health
and safety representatives had
taken urine samples for hospital
analysis. And the Government’s
Employment Medical Advisory
Service was called in for further

tests.
The results were frightening.

In one shed the amount of aniline
which may attack the liver and
nervous system - was way above
the official limits. In another
shed acrylenitrile, which is
believed to cause cancer, was
reported to be at “alarming
levels”.

Workers staged a one day walk-
out in protest at the danger, and
were given a ‘verbal warning’ by
the management for their be-
haviour. Management would not
give them necessary information -
even though they are obliged to
under the Health and Safety laws - I’
and the workers’ representatives
boycotted the factory health
and safety committee as a ‘mere
talking shop’.

Two weeks later the convenor,
Barry Windass, was rushed to
hos ital after he’d passed out
whii)e mixing sodium nitrite a
into an open pan of sulphuric
acid. This combination produces
the deadly gas nitrogen dioxide
and should be removed by the
extraction system : that morning,
however, the system was not
working properly. The emergency
arrangements were so bad that it
took some while for his condition
to be diagnosed : he was then
rushed to hospital in a company
car whose brakes failed on the
journey.  

Now Windass is one of the
20 people declared redundant :
Yorkshire Chemicals blame the
recession for a fall in European
demand for their dyes. But as we
went to press there were protests
against the sackings. Many of
‘those involved would apparently
prefer to take the redundancy
money and seek work somewhere
less dangerous.

WHEN RICHARD ‘Cartoon’
Campbell died at Ashford Remand
Centre in Kent earlier this year, an
inquest was held by the local
coroner, Lt. Col. George McEwan.
The coroner’s officer - as always,
a serving police officer - set about
selecting a jury by the simple
procedure of knocking randomly
on house doors in the Ashford
area and asking for ‘the man of the
house’ to serve.

In one instance, the coroner’s
officer spoke to the ‘lady of the
house’, who insisted that she had
every right to be on the jury her-
self. The coroner’s officer hesi-
tated a moment and then agreed.
She thus became the only woman
on the Campbell inquest jury.

In Liverpool, when the Jimmy
Kelly inquest was due, it was
learned that juries at local
coroners’ courts had from time
immemorial been composed of
local publicans. The coroner’s
officer came from the same local
police division - K- that was under
suspicion following a campaign
of brutality against local
residents which had culminated
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in Kelly’s death.
E The inquest on Blair Peach
I only went ahead with a jury
S. following an appeal to the High

Court by solicitors acting for
the family. During proceedings

is the coroner, who has the right
I to call the witnesses, constantly
I interfered and gave the jury in-
, structions. At the end of the
‘ inquest his summing up gave

explicit directions on the verdict
the jury could return.L

I
I

directed to record ‘self-neglect’ -

RogerAndersen

Coroner's courts: not good-
|
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Fulham Baths are
still the

ON THE WALL of the staff
room at Fulham Baths, West
London, there are pictures of all
the Hammersmith Borough
Council with names, addresses,
and party affiliations. On the
board are commentsscrawled in,
showing what the occupiers of
the baths think of their coun-
cillors. In particular they are
angry about Cllr. Fiona McGregor,
chairperson of the Borough
Services Policy Committee,
which decided to close the
baths on September 30 last
year, and Cllr. Kim Howe,
Deputy Leader of the Council
and leader of the council side
of the Joint Negotiating Com-
mittee responsible for making
about 20 people redundant and
transferring six other jobs.

The Tory-Liberal controlled
Council claimed that the baths
were unsafe, in spite of contrary
statements by the Borough
Architect and technical advisers.
They want to redevlop the
surrounding area and sell off the
land to more profitable enter-
prises.

They propose to build a new
swimming pool complex, which
they plan to open in 1982, if it
is ever completed. Until then
there will be no baths in Fulham
and while thousands of users will
have to travel miles to get a swim,
those who used the warm
baths and the laundry will have
trouble finding alternatives. In
particular the old age pensioners,

The jury at the C31-tggn C3mp- WIIO live I11 l'l0l.lS€S WITIIOUIZ
T bell inquest wished to bring in a ‘ baths and appreciate the help _
1 verdict of ‘neglect on the part of i available at. the W31111 baths, “(I11
I the authorities’. They were fie deprived of a necessary faci-. ty

a travesty in the circumstances, ‘ A Campaign W35 Sllalted, ‘Ful-
and one which disturbed some ham, Save Our Baths’, or SOB.
of the jury. But they didn’t moprn the loss

t Campbell’s family are suing the Of E111 hi8'l0I1C fllTleh1t_Y, they
i the authorities for neglect and Organised and 0¢Cl1P_led- The

calling for a full public enquiry; occupation was carried out by a
Peach’s family are to sue the gI0llp 0f10C31 Iesidfihts and
Metropolitan Police for damages. trades l1.hi0l1i$'l$, with the $ul>_P°1’i
None of this would be necessary Of IIIHIIY 013311151-1ti°11$ hwludlhg
if coroners’ courts and their the West London Old Age Pen-
juries were empowered to in- sioners. Among those who moved
vestigate suspcious deaths in on September 30 13811 YBBI W35
adequately. Alice Davies, a 75 year old
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pensioner. She has been there
ever since, leaving only to do
shopping, pay her rent and clear
her nearby flat. In June she cele-
brated her 76th birthday with
over 100 people : the giant bottle
of champagne they toasted her
with is still in the staff room.

The swimming pool, warm
baths and laundry have been
used and serviced, despite the
Council’s attempts to sabotage
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RogerAnd
the machinery by taking out
essential valves.

On August 26 Alice Davies
was in court to hear Judge Russell
give the Council an immediate
repossession order. Her response
to this is clear : “They can take
me to court again but we won’t
give in. They’ll have to carry me
out.” The committee is waiting for
the bailiffs to come at any time,
and when they do, they won’t go
quietly.

Alice Davies is sure that
many oi‘ the present Tory and
Liberal Councillors will be swept
out at the next election, but that is
is not enough : “The only way to
deal with this Tory government
is for the miners to go on strike
like they did when Heath was
Prime Minister. My husband was
a miner from the Rhondda Valley.
He died in 1960 at the age of 56.
Iknow something about the
miners, they’ll fight.” Like Alice.



MichaelAbrahams
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— 1t s just what I think
prison would be — except that I m
lucky enough to be able to go home at
4 0 clock everyday But I still have to
spend 7 hours a day there, and nearly a
quarter of my life WIII be spent at school

So I bunk off a lot — when I was
ounger we used to go mckmg during

unchtlmes but now we just smoke round
the back of the public toilets across the
road It s not that I don t like learning
things (does anybody) -— my parents are

All the contributors to this theme There is 3 101; we have not had
agree that our education system 1s room to say
damagmg to young people, teachers You all know something about
and parents Everyone readmg this this subject. Let’s hear what you
has been through some form of think,
schoolmg If you ve forgotten how
bad it was, read on When we ve.. .. hJll0m deas on altematives and a
report from a different kmd of
school.
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jogged your memory we present
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home for me to read — but what they
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‘educated’ so there are a lot of books at Igffriend of mine got slippered by the  
headmistress after he made a fuss about

teach is S0 irlfelevflnt to my life. some homework not being done on time.
I’ll be taklns 3 USES and a couple of Occasionally he’s prepared to have a

‘O’ levels next year the careers teacher lau h with us but not often — and evens .Says we should work hard to pass them -" when he’s alright we’re still not equal with
but even he admits that won’t mean we get him_
lob-‘1~‘» There’s a couple of socialist teachers -l i

I don’t really care at the moment —
£15 social security and a squat sounds
paradise compared to school. Better
than being a secretary or a nurse any-
way - the only girls’ jobs the teacher
seems to know about.

Not all of them are that bad. Our
English teacher’s OK. She wears a fem

as well as the En lish teacher. Both of
them are better tllan most but the history
teacher has still had kids caned and when
some third year people wanted to get
a union in the school he said they were
too young. I‘

And they can be right hypocrites —
i1'1i-it I remember when they refused to let us

badge a_lot and she’s told us about some have dinners some people went out to
interesting books like The womens
1°01? and F931’ 0t’ flYil12- If $1'19’$ angry supposed to. A few got lines and the NUT

buy chips even though they weren’t
she"i_l shout at you —_usually we’re branch didn’t do any|;hing_
making too much H0186 — but she’s never 1 just wish 1 didn’t have to Suffer
hit anybody. when they have their off days.

U l'k M —-———- h ' d t'n 1 e r w o 1n oc rlnates
with geography. He’s hit me twice and Cathy
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“Which school are you going to, miss?”
“They gave you all the rubbish classes
(like us), didn’t they, miss?”

I’m not going to another school because
I don’t want to teach any more...and the
‘rubbish classes’ are only partly to blame.
How to explain the degradation, humili-
ation and boredom of being in school on
the side of the oppressors, when you don’t
believe in any of it‘?

Your time is parcelled into set volumes,
between certain four walls regulated by
the pips. There’s no question of the odd
phone call or cup of coffee — no desultory
chats with other adults. Within those
rigidly regulated volumes of time you are
imprisoned - and you are also the jailer
of others.

Several times I’ve been pinned against
the door, preventing the children from
leaving the room, praying, like them, for
the pips to go and release us all. Several
times I’ve taken this a stage worse by
keeping them behind after school to
‘establish control’. At such times the door
is locked. They are released when all out-
ward signs of rebellion have ceased i.e.
they are silent and seated. Then when the
door is unlocked and they flood out to
freedom, they call out about prison and '
jailers over their shoulders. It felt like
prison to me too.

You have keys — they must be used.
Classrooms and storerooms must be
locked when not in use (they’re often
locked when in use, keeping next door’s
troublemakers out or your trouble-
makers in).

I spent so much time locking and
unlocking doors —- at least quarter of an
hour every day, often doing a balancing
act with books at the same time. Labora-
tories doubled as form rooms so at lunch
time the kids would come rushing up,
hoping to be in time to leave their
belongings before I locked up. Or they’d
wait hopefully outside their room, begging
passing teachers to open the door for
them. “No”, I said, “I can’t stand it”.

Schooling today is still about showing
who’s boss, forcing conformity, breaking
resistance. The child who craves individual
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attention must be sat on; the child who
talks too much must be silenced; the one
who hates writing but loves fiddling
must be prevented from doing the latter
and forced to do the former. Magnesium
burns with a bright flame so-it must be
rationed; the children love playing with
the balance so we’ll put it away.

A colleague, with whom I discussed
these things, once said that when he
looked back over a day at school, there
was no gentleness or love to remember. It
was all aggression, struggle, harshness,
brutality, conflict. Those teachers who
don’t see it that way forget or ignore that
they’ve already won the battle. They have
established a power balance in their
favour. They have become oppressors,
blatant or benign; mind manipulators,
rule enforcers. And in their turn they are
manipulated and oppressed.

When I walked out of a class in tears,
the only place to go was the women’s
toilets. One teacher I heard about spent
all his free time looked in the toilet. He
sat there, presumably the only place he
felt inviolable, and read the paper. These
experiences are not exceptional: they are
commonplace. Every teacher I’ve spoken
to knows how that feels.

The one thing all children hate is
hypocrisy — and hypocrisy keeps our
education system running. The trouble
is, that teaching being a ‘caring’ profession,
of which some teachers want to be proud,
there’s never any real, logical discussion,
anywhere, about the awful things teachers
must do every day. Things like admonish-
ing children for fidgeting and talking
during an excruciating assembly that the
teachers themselves find embarrassing, or
insisting that they pay attention and keep
quiet during a film which is boring]
unsuitable. Such as forcing a weakling or
a fatty do to sports they dread or- giving
children something to do just to keep
them quiet and insisting it’s important.
Such as implying a question is stupid]
irrelevant because you don’t know the
answer or insisting children turn up to a
sports day you wish to god you could
avoid.
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Once, by way of advice, I was told,
“In my first year I kept them behind and
gave them detention. It didn’t do any
good, but I did it.” The kids get that kind
of reasoning all day, every day.

Children demand the jackboot, of
course. They scorn a teacher who won’t
or can’t fight. And the system has no way
of supporting such a teacher. For educ-
ation as cooperation — as a process of
making decisions and taking the
consequences, of learning to take
responsibility for your thoughts, your
learning, your decisions, your actions is --
I have no doubt — education for socialism.

Selma James wrote, “The European
working class child . . . sees in the teacher
somebody who is teaching him or her
something against her mother and father,
not as a defence of the child but as an
attack on the class. Capitalism is the first
productive system where the children of
the exploited are disciplined and educated
in institutions organised and controlled
by the ruling class.”

When I first went into a secondary
modern school as a teacher, after a
grammar school and university education,
I was shocked to discover the extent of
my ignorance about this country and its
people. Here were the strivers after CSEs,
the illiterates, the school haters, the
rebels, the gentle oppressed, being
despised, patronised, beaten and mangled
by an education system catering for an
elite of which I was'a member. To quote
my colleague again, “We go in there talk-
ing about their problems with work and
behaviour when their problem is us.”

I decided then, and several schools
later I still believe, that children should.
control their own education -- they should
run the schools, they should learn what
they want when they need/want it.

4th year boy, low marks: “You got
9 O levels miss‘? You could do anything,
anything.”

3rd year boy, high marks: “What you
going to do then, miss, clean lavatories‘?”

Chris Stretch
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I USED to teach in a comprehensive
school in the Dingle, Liverpool. During
my first week in my first teIaching job I
met 4WD, a class of 14/ 15 year old
working class lads. The first time I
entered the room I was just in time to
see every light bulb crashing and splin-
tering on desks and floor. Twenty-five
hard and ragged looking kids pissing
themselves laughing, taking one dismissive
look at me, sniffing me, weighing me,
discarding me as another worthless twat.

The timetable read ‘4WD. English]
Drama’, one period a week. I tried
drama at first, simple improvisation.
No way. When they bothered to reply
they said it was just for tarts. The loca-
tion of the clasroom meant that what-
ever went on inside could be viewed by
anyone walking along the corridor. I
didn’t have the courage or the convic-
tion to get them to improvise being trees
in a swirling whirling wind.

A week later I gave out some sheets
of paper. Immediate protests.

‘I’m not doin’ no fuckiii’ writin’.’
‘Why ‘?’
‘I haven’t got a pen.’ _
‘What is the point of coming to school
if you don’t bring a pen '?’
‘Does that mean if we haven’t gorra
pen we can go home ‘P’

I just managed to intercept the stampede
to the door.

‘Here, l’ve got some pens, you can use
these.’
‘I don’t wanna pen-’ ‘I’!!! not doin’ no
'writin’.’ I fuckin’ hate wi'itin’.’
And I didn’t have the heart to summon

up the authority and make them do it. I
was looking at kids who felt exactly as
I’d felt at school; cheated, conned in a
way that couldn’t quite be fathomed. So
why did_n’t I just forget the timetable,
get the ball, take them for a kick around
on the field ? Because I’d been a kid in
one of those classes that had kicked a ball
around a field instead of going on with
the sham of a proper lesson. As a kid I
liked my football but I always knew that
a knock about on the field in place of
the lessons was another expression ot how
little we mattered.

I began reading to them from a book,
a working class novel. Another failure.

‘It’s_hleedjn’ borin’-’
‘I’ve seen the film of it anyway.’
‘what did you think of the film ?’
‘It was alright.’
‘You mean you liked it ‘?’
‘Yeh.’ _
‘So why don’t you like the book if you
liked the film ‘I’ _ ’ _ ,
‘Cos the film doesii’t have the bleedin boi-in
bits in it does it ‘I!’ _
The problem was that I was on their

side. Why couldn’t I be like the monster
upstairs who hasn’t questioned anything,
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; WE ALL BELIEVE we know a child
when we see one A child belongs to
that category of people who have almost

and other groups whose fate is decided I,
th h ,t h , h F h by others “for their own good”, children

W 0 bludgeons them into Submission I decision-making and their everyday ‘rights
and has never asked "’ms‘II”‘I ‘why? I are negligible. They can be beaten,I could see their point of view. It was l robbed of Privacy human d; nity and
a Che?’ 3 clharadgii a.°°i’- Btu‘ at the I even of food, ShO1Illd the adu ts I?&l)I'(I)lfit ::lI1y80v‘:rVn3S1e((;.!l%lI'iI1‘lvI';% boegiiigillgg to {I surrounding them lsio dfecree. Their every

dread Thursdays and 4WD. It was chaos g£g’:,’:;’€;‘?S(§g%:fé’:,rgd’ lgéggagins a
for ‘hem and for me‘ . because they are by legal definitionI don’t know how_it came about. I too young to be thought of as
certainly didn’t plan it but I found my— D80 le
self sitting at the desk, quietly talking, p '. . . .
the edges returning to my own accent: N0 chlld ‘S p"’Im’l’t‘I’d t°-Flcqulre

‘Last spring it was........ .. about May or ; P‘-?“fer of any real _k1nd untll her
June. An’ they were down there, at the i W',"mg1I_1e35 P0 sublficl herself to the
corner, y’know, by the shop. One was ;I l I t I3 fl b
called Billy and the other was called +
Icky.... an’ they were dead hored.....’

l

ru es o socie _y-as-1 -is as een
, thoroughly tested. '1'hose who won‘t

g or don’t want to, are ‘taken care of’
The classroom chaos was begin- E with suspicious speed (i.e. put under

ning to subside. Barry Crotty, the hard , more stringent control) via a battery I
case of the class was telling them to - , II p
shut it. In minutes they were all listen- Advertisement .
ing, the only interruptions being, ,

‘Did this happen '3’
‘Is it real or what ‘? .

I‘: one W 0 ea“ es t em ‘Ienc i are excluded from almost every field of ;, .
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I didn’t answer, just continued tell- ‘
ing the story. I looked up towards__the =
end of the period and noticed that '
Crotty and a few others were listening ;
eyes glazed, thumbs in mouths, like '
infants.

Week after week for six months I
invented, as I went along, the story of
Billy an’ Icky - no boring bits, lots of i
action and humour. I loved it as much I
as the kids did.

Why did we establish something in ,
this way when all else had failed ‘? ‘
Certainly their identification with the i
two heroes of the story was total. The ‘
language in which I told the story was
theirs. But all this was also true of the
book I had tried to read to them so why i
should that fail where this succeeded ‘? it

What I had stumbled onto was some-
thing which lies at the very root of the __;=-=.-.,_=. l
working class culture — speech. The -I

' l

language of the working class is the i
language of the printed word, of literacy, l
and the gulf between the two enormous. i ~‘

In my play Educating Rita , the e
central character, a twenty six year old
working class woman tries to forge this .
gulf. I|‘ l

By the end of the play she has
acquired a broader, blander language, / I
I-It Cl3.SS tongue. She may have lqgt
something of her intrinsic oracy but she ¢ ‘ ,
has gained a literacy with which she is 4° 4' "
better equipped to cope with her life. -I

I wish that like R'ta th 4.‘-
‘b

l O86 g l

kids had fought for literacy, - ‘
an ability to synthesise, more power. \ _

I l
I

Willy Russell
l
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of ‘child-welfare’ agencies, ranging
from probation officers to child
psychiatrists.

Should a child’s parents (astonish-
ingly!) also be anxious to avoid the
l.1blql}l1ll3l0l1S indoctrination (e.g_. by l
teac ing at home), they too will
suddenly find themselves under
close, unwelcome scrutiny from
education ‘officers’ and social workers.
The entire family’s ‘reputation’ will _
henceforth be publicly ‘under suspicion’,

Boys and girls who ‘get out of hand’
are generally assumed to have little
real justification for doing so. While
it is admitted that bad housing, lack of
recreational facilities, and sheer
poverty might ‘affect’ a child’s behaviour,
the implication is always that these
conditions are ‘temporary setbacks.”
and no-one’s fault. A ‘properly brought
up child’ should realise that ‘no-one’ &
is responsible for the dreadful circum- if
stances in which he finds himself! He ,
is ‘in the wrong’ to expect anything
better. _'

The fact that, as often as social
conditions, it is the sheer obvious
lunacy of today’s mode of existence
which ‘drives children off the rails”, is
never even mentioned. Amidst the ,
multi-variegated platitudes of assorted .
elders, the averagely sharp child has no
difficulty in seeing that ‘the rails” l
leads nowhere, except perhaps to
atomic extinction. Being at ‘street
level’, s/he sees society or what it is;
and who can blame her for ‘panicking’,
while those around her do an
‘Emperor’s New Clothes’ on the
appalling mess ahead. l

Unlike most adults child}-_en_ still
possess accurate instincts. Their senses .
are not atrophied. and they know when l
something ‘smells bad’ however strictly l
they are told it is ‘good’. When the
smi ing man appears on the TV screen ,
explaining how the kitchen table can be
used to protect against nuclear devastation, ,
at least one person in the household -'
knows s/he is hearing utter drivel. S/he ~
only has one choice, however, being a ,
‘child’. To conform or to rebel. l

We live in times of ‘double-talk’, and y
as those times are made strategically
‘harder’, (to force the message that
social rebellion will not be tolerated,) .
children are pushed more and more up
against the wall. The existence of the :
‘disturbed’ child is much publicised, ,
no doubt in the hope that enough of
the youngsters who are justifiably ,
confused will assume themselves to be
‘disturbed’ by virtue of personal reasons 5
alone (nothing to do with their society). i

The purpose of this article is not to ;
define or catalogue what the child ’should i
have’, in the way of rights. Children
haven’t had a chance to even consider 5
themselves as deserving of any, yet. By it
and lar e the acce t the Law and the i8 Y P
State’s interpretation of themselves »
as ‘enfeebled” by virtue of youth, and I
therefore ‘unentitled’ to a significant ,
voice.

The great fear, on the part of those l
‘in control’ of what they hope is our 5
‘combined’ destinies, must be that g
given the chance to say anything ahout g
what is happening in society, the child
might shriek out the truth, and the 1
whole ’nac,k of cards’ might come i
tumbling down. Whenever and where-
ever possible, therefore, children should
be able to count on ACTIVE support 3
from those who have crossed the I-
‘magical’ line of their 18th birthday.

Madeleine Schofield 5
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In November 1979 the Royal Court Young People’s Theatre mounted a Sexism
Season. Gerald Chapman, the organiser, sent us a report on how it went.
THE TREMENDOUS sexual ignorance
and fear revealed by the Sexism Season
shows that homophobia is part of a
general sexual oppression. The fact that
‘poof’, ‘cissy’, and ‘girl’ are often inter-
changeable as young people’s insults
shows that gayness is part of their total
(mis)understanding of all social-sexual
relationships as defined by prevailing
concepts of gender. In tackling homo-
sexuality, therefore, it was important to
see it always in the overall context of
Sexism.

The idiom of the play, the youth-
fulness of the performers (most were
barely three years older than the audience)
and the explicit realities of (gay) affection
like kissing and cuddling were deeply
embarassing to most of thechildren.

If the experience had been substantially
negative untold damage would have been
caused: in the event the excitement and
nervous tension led to a fruitful discussion
that began after the lunch break and lasted
all afternoon. The shock of discovering
that the whole cast was gay was not
alienating but a positive springboard into
close questioning.

Those teachers who sent back reports
emphasised two points:
1. The overwhelming emotional vulner-
ability of the children (and of the gay
teachers who had not come out). It was a
huge experience for them.
2. The complexity of the issue — the fact
that the generally positive resonse to the
“hugeness” of the experience released
another “hugeness”: a tangled skein of
ignorance, misundertanding, fear,
prejudice . . . and sentimentality.

This extract from a taped classroom
discussion on the following day may
illustrate this and thereby warn us against
complacency, against seeking any easy
approval for what we did in this Sexism
Season.

ALAN: I‘m not saying that everybody
should be the same, I’m just saying
that they should all be straight and not
gay. [Undecipherable commotion]
BOY: That’s a load of balls. No way.
Look, if someone wants to be gay they

that you’re straight. They ain’t troub-
ling us. They ain’t saying that we're
wrong or nothing, so why should you
really hurt . . . saying they’re wrong.
GIRL: Long as they’re happy.
[Silence]
ALAN: Well, they’re wrong because . .
[Pause]
TEACHER: Alan, in the society that
we live in, men have a much more
priveleged position than women . . .
BOY: [Interrupting mockingly] Hear
hear.
ALAN: Hear, hear.
TEACHER: Yes . . . would you say

S

that women don’t nmake as much of a
contribution to the society. . .
ALAN: ‘Course they do, don’t they?
. . . They give us‘ children and happi-
ness . . . They give us our happiness.
BOY: [Interrupting] Hear, hear.
ALAN: Women give us our happiness
and joy and pleasure and they help us
keep running the family.
BOY: So can a man, though.
The Gay or Feminist alternatives to

the dominant sexual attitudes are stigma-
tised as middle-class, and this notion is
reinforced by the fact that most articulate
spokespeople for these alternatives, —
possibly teachers themselves — are also
middle-class. But as we have shown few
adults will dare introduce the subject,
preferring to tackle it “as and when it
Ilappens to come up”, even though this
is the complete opposite of the way most
things are taught. And we have also shown
that the cultural background of children
makes it very unlikely that homosexuality
would be brought up as a serious demand
on teachers’ attention.

All the main homophobic
arguments necessarily support the notion
that young gays are, ipso facto, an
impossibility: ie, people cannot ‘naturally’
grow up gay, they have to be ‘corrupted’
into it; or they suffer a ‘passing phase’,
and if the ‘Dhase’ sticks then it becomes
an unwanted affliction requiring ceaseless
struggle to cheneeh ’-Hf -I ‘ f 1
state. Given the colggiete 31 ure 0
most adult teachers to produce teaching

can be gay, You can’t turn a person I materials to oppose these myths the only
from gay back to again_ he alternatives are for gays O1‘

wants to Stay gay he stays gay Thatis young gays to do it for themselves. This
how it ;S_ _ l is what we did in the Sexism Season.
GIRL: What is really troubling you is
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the non academic divide, courses could l
r ht . be made more worthwhile, not only

a y for us but for industry as well.
l The idea of a core curriculum has been

I IT S NOW become a well worn cliche to
say that British education ‘is in crisis’.
and it’s undoubtedly true that many of
education’s current problems are the
direct effects of government cut backs,
but the approach of Tory education
ministers Messrs Carlisle and Boyson is
far more sophisticated than it’s painted
by most of the organised left.

The problem is that most socialists _
have utilized educational perspectives
of aggressively Leninist or purely
liberal hue - and often both at once.

9 Education is either seen as an ‘ideol-
' ogical state apparatus’ - determined by

the interests of capital and basically a
mere mechanism of ‘social control’
imposing false consciousness on child-
ren or as a neutral institution only
governed by the needs of the ‘ruling
class’ through economic control.

The reality is somewhat different.
Even today schools are controlled by
headteachers and LEAs rather than the
Education Minister and universities
still possess a remarkable degree of
autonomy through the University
Grants Committee.

But this is not to imply that school-
ing is neutral. Academics are recruited
largely from the offspring of the rich
and powerful, and have shaped an
education system which corresponds

is st‘

with their ideologies and interests.
Hence even left academics have a
concern for ‘rigour’ which means that
most of what they say is incompre-
hensible, whilst O and A levels (the
major determinants of school curricula)
are seen basically in terms of future
degree level education.

The system acts as an incredibly
regressive distributor of wealth (glean-
ed already from unfair taxation)
through providing grants and places for

A post school education which goes al-
most exclusively to the middle class.
In this context it’s well worth remem- i
bering that a largely middle class left
has ‘defended’ an education system ’
which is basically theirs . Many work-
ing class students have known this
all along, seeing education as irrelevant
in terms of their lives and needs.

Which might sound very depressing.
Fortunately this need not be t e case.
For the Tories have broken the ‘Habitat
Consensus’ once and for all. But neither
will their measures cater at all adequa-
tely for the needs of industry in terms of
providing a labour force equipped with
all the skills required to work in their
factories. Given high rates of youth
unemployment, a genuinely radical
alternative could move on to the poli-
tical agenda. It would however be
unnecessary to argue for a vast increase
in expenditure to finance the measures -
what we need is a real shift in priorities
from the (middle class) university sector
to (§,veryone’s) schools and colleges.

ith more emphasis on learning real
ractical skills, which are in any case

getter taught in institutions than sub-
jects like literature or languages (why
not just have exchange trips and mini-
mal previous instruction) right across

lllli
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branded reactionary by teachers because
it infringes their professional autonomy -
but why shouldn’t what we learn be under
some form of democratic control '1'
Surely the left should be using the idea
to argue for more education in social
skills (legal rights, etc) and better sex
and political education.

Neither need cutting the school
leaving age be a necessarily bad thing.
Adolescence may not be the best time
for learning for many people - and
compulsory attendance is surely undemo-
cratic in principle as well. Given adequate
grants and a statutory obligation on
employers to allow and pay for day
release, a reduction to 15 (or even 14)
could also do a lot to raise questions
about youth rights and patriarchy’s
phoney concept of childhood.

And finally we need to redefine
what progressive teaching methods are.
Primary schools ought to be able to
teach anyone to read in four months
let alone four years - that they don’t is
scandalous and is more due to poor
teaching methods than lack of money
(pupil teacher ratios are the best ever).
Rote learning can be useful for many
things. After all what is the wonderful
Sesame St. but imaginative and enter-
taining repetition ?

Let’s forget about always just defend-
ing the interests of teachers - schools after
all are supposed to be for the students’
benefit. By adopting a campaigning
approach which puts our needs above
those of the bureaucrats and vested inter-
ests in education, we might actually
start getting somewhere. And it ’s worth
considering that in the sort of world
we want to eventually achieve there’d
probably be very little institutionalised
schooling anyway.

John Munford Fear Mg Lothian
5, nvnnly”h§*i°3‘“r;1ai

What alternative to the traditional
school does the state offer ‘? Ian
Small, a teacher at Deans Community
High School, Livingston, Scotland
looks at one.

LOTHIAN REGION Education Comm-
ittee have been largely responsible
for pioneering the concept of com-
munity schools in Scotland. To date
4 purpose built schools have been open-
ed in the region. One in East Lothian, one
on the outskirts of Edinburgh, and 2 in
Livingston New Town.

Livingston itself is situated roughly
midway between Glasgow and Edinburgh,
and was initially conceived as an answer
to the overspill problems of both cities.
Consequently, it was very much a com-
munity created by the planners, and the
need for institutions to allow that com-
munity to ‘find itself’ and develop natu-
rally was a problem uppermost in their
minds. Multifunctional institutions
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leisure facilities seemed to provide the
logical answer to the problem.

Deans Community High School was
opened in 1978, and combines the most
modern educational technology and
facilities with a sports complex and a
wide variety of community leisure services.
It is open 16 hours a day, 360 days a year.

In educational terms, the structure of
the school differs greatly from the trad-
itional school. The working day is divid-
ed into three parts: a tutor period of 30
minutes and a morning and afternoon
session, both of 21/2 hours, both provid-
ing tuition for one class only.

Every class is allocated a tutor who
progresses through the school with it
until the students leave. In this way it is
hoped that a close relationship develops
between the tutor and the student. Twice
a year every subject teacher has to provide
a written comment on the students per-
formance and this, in turn, is commented
on by the student and his or her parents.
Teachers are encouraged in their pastoral
capacity as tutors to visit the homes of
every student in their group, and to get
to know the parents. On the whole most
tutors find this impossible for one import-
ant reason, time. No time is allowed with-
in the working day for these duties and
to perform them adequately the tutor
must give up sizeable amounts of free time.

The concept of mixed ability teaching
was initially seen as integral to the ethos
of the school, and is still adhered to by
most departments, but some changes cert-
ainly have taken place in the last 2 years.
A need to take into account the national
S.C.E. examination system has meant that,
in some departments mixed ability teach-
Eng is no longer applicable to years 4 and

This is not to say that the school is
exam oriented, it operates its own inter-
nal certification system, which is pro-
gressively gaining validity in the eyes of
the local employers. However, the nec-
essity of such concessions to the national
system is felt to be unfortunate by the
school management, who have done much
to foster the concept of continuous
assessment of the students.

The school day does not end at 3.30pm
From 6.30 to 8.30pm, the school oper-
ates a system of evening classes. These
include both vocational and non-vocational
classes, and are split into pupil follow up
and community classes. However, the cut
backs have meant that the education
authorities have demanded block pay-
ments of £20 per adult for up to 3 voc-
ational courses. This may well have an
effect on the size of the classes.

The high attendance levels the fact
that students coming from other schools
comment on the freer atmosphere and the
approachability of the teachers, and the
lack of vandalism and graffiti, all reflect
the students attitude to the school. There
is no system of corporal punishment, no
end of class bells, adults and students
study together in both day and evening
classes and an informal atmosphere
permeates the open-plan building.

However, the position of community
education is a precarious one. Lothian
Region Education Department, in the
light of the present financial restrictions,
have discontinued the community school
building program. Deans now caters for
750 students, rising eventually to 1200.
With its comparatively large budgetary
requirements its opponents argue that it
is not cost effective. In the present
situation withdrawal of funds will only
aggravate the growing problems of
student/teacher ratios and tutor work
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MOST PEOPLE considering education fo
their children think immediately of
school : to which school should I send
m child (if indeed there is a viable_ .37 .
choice) and at what age ‘? Our exper-
ience with our first child since she was ..
born 12 months ago, however, has led
us to be more concerned about what
she can find out for herself than what
she can be taught, and about the best
conditions for encouraging this learning.
The more we think in t is way the more
we find ourselves moving towards a
position we had never envisaged, of not
wanting to send our daughter to school
at all, at least not at the age of five.

We first thought of sending her to a
state school, and I have always regarded
free state education as a fundamental
right of all citizens in the progress
towards a just society. Now, however, we
are having to consider the present system
seriously as parents: Both state and
private schools seem to us to be geared
to grooming individuals to slot_ into
the status quo. There is much in our
society I would like to change in the
direction of socialism, but even then a
good socialist education should surely
be as flexible and open-ended as possible.
Can it not encourage learning (for
example, lessons in politics that do
not start with a description of the _
history and ideas of the main political
parties in this country) rather than to
set out to teach everything? Can it not
allow for variety and individual initiative ‘?

We do not want our child to be
disciplined but would prefer her to
learn how to discipline herself. We would
like to see her build up that inner
strength which comes from developing
her own value judgements, rather than
constantly having other neon!-_=.-‘ii Valllfisi
thrust upon her. We have strong feelings
about the atmosphere surrounding her
early years, and do not feel that schools
usually foster this kind of awareness. We
feel strongly about the lack of demo-
cracy in most schools in spite of the
1980 Education Act’s provision for at
least two parent governors.

At the moment, therefore,_we_are
seriously considering the possibility
of sharing the education.of_ our daughter
with other parents in a similar position.
My main dilemma is this : if we do not
send her to a state school, how far will
we be undermining the nearest thing
to socialist education that exists at the
moment in Britain ? By removing our-
selves and our child even temporarily
from the state system, are we thereby
reducing the possibilities for change
within that system ‘? Do we have to
expose our child to a school which we
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think will be damaging in its effects,
at the same time not being able to
offer a positive alternative, in order to
ensure eventually a system that is
ade uate for everyone ‘? Or is there a
midtille way ? Can we set up our own
system and press for state recognition,
or set up our own system meanwhile
pressing for changes within the system ?
Or will our power be so reduced by having
removed ourselves as to be negligible ?

There is an organisation ca le
“Education Otherwise” which provides
information and encouragement for
parents looking after their children’s
education themselves. The 1944
Education Act ‘and the Scottish Edu-
cation Act is very similar) lays down
compulsory education for all children,
not compulsory schooling. This is
interpreted variously by different
Local Education Authorities and
EO can offer advice to parents who
look like getting into legal difficulties -
though most don’t. It does not,
however, concern itself very explicitly
with the political implications of
education out of school and alongside
schools broadcasts and correspon-
dence courses mentions tutors’ help
with academic subjects : but how many
of us can afford tutors ? Even our
projected system of sharing implies
that between them the parents have
the necessary time, energy and re-
sources, which often somehow means
money.

On the positive side, we would
like our group to remain small, without
fees, and to include children whose
parents don ’t necessarily have academic
qualifications, and perhaps some who
have no available parents. Practical
subjects for both sexes are vital to those
of us who live on the land and are
trying to make it more productive :
maths, for example, can be taught
through a productive activity such as
building a wall as well as through
sitting in a classroom. Also, it seems to
us a waste of our country’s resources to
keep all our children locked up in
school for ten to twelve years. Oppor-
tunities are needed for learning later on
in life when a person has decided what he
or she really wants or needs to learn
so why not engage in production for some
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of our early years and come back to
full-time learning later on ‘?

But what are the implications for
feminism ? There are many women who
don’t want to spend all their time
teaching or looking after their children.
What about those who fight for free,
universal nursery education ? And single
parents ? And those who are very exhaust-
ed or ill ? The answer must surely lie
in choice and variety, but the question
ishow socialism is to provide sufficient
of either.

The recently set-up Campaign for
State Sup orted Alternative Schools
agrees with the principle behind com-
prehensive education in the state system,
but feels that it has a more logical
programme for the realisation of these
principles. Amongst its objectives are
smaller schools, more democracy, and
encouragement rather than coercion
in learning.

As to how such schools might be
part of the state system, the group
are in favour, of local accountability,
and suggest that a satisfactory moni-
toring system is set up before a Local
Education Authority parts with iy
its money. Thee; suggest that a school’s
Instrument of overnment should
consist of the consumers (pupils, teachers
and parents) as well as representatives
from the local community, the world of
education (locally) and the maintaining
authority itself. this last with the proviso
that they should be intelligently sympa-
thetic though not asking for a rubber
stamp. _

We hope that when she is older our
daughter may be able to choose for
herself where and what she learns. The
general aims of the CSSAS, however,
underline our own thinking that self-
help and local responsibility must surely
be as much a part of socialism as is the
grovision of certain basic rights by

entral Government.
Sally Stockley

Education Otherwise. The Manor House,
Thelnetham, Nr. Di, Norfolk, 1P 22 1 JZ
Campaign for State-Supported Alternative
Schools. clo Advisory Centre for
Education, 18 Victoria Park Square,
Bethnal Green L d E
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BEYOND THE FRAGMENTS has come
to mean all things to all people. Many con-
ference-goers had modest expectations;
it would be a place to meet people from
other campaigns and parts of the country,
and see whether a basis existed for
political or organisational co-operation.
But many others set themselves up for dis-
appointment. There was an element of
consumerism, so that Beyond the Frag-
ments somehow became a clear-cut
organisation which could be accepted or
rejected.

The Patriarchy workshop was a good
example of the kind of problems facing
the event. In their opening talk, the Red
Rag collective raised a central concern: on
what basis can feminists work in a mixed
socialist grouping, without feminism
becoming incorporated into socialism?
Left-wing groups have usually seen
women’s liberation as an ‘extra’. demand to
be added on to others. Even those who
accept women’s autonomy can fall into the
trap of thinking that it means leaving

1 women to do their own thing, without
changing their own overall analysis or
practice.

The discussion showed that there is no
I obvious core of ‘socialism’ that everyone

\ can decide to adhere to, and that unity,
however urgently needed, cannot be
honestly won if it papers over differences.
An alliance with socialist men should be
made on feminist terms, which include
a demand for a collective response from
men to sexism in other men and patri-
archal institutions.

i

/ \ Many men were unsure about what, . .such a response would consist of; anti-
sexist men have often seen all male
collective action as oppressive. But most

" women in the room felt impatience a}‘ this
Alack of imagination. Although feminists

who are sociologists may analyse patri-
> archy as a system rather than biology,
___... individual men are still responsible for

confronting their own contradictions when
they benefit from that system. The work-
shop ended with a resolution to strengthen
the organisational power of women within
any future BTFe ent..>/\)\

l enjoyed the workshop very much,
and think the conclusions reached were
very important. But there is no reason to
throw into question the organisers’ com-
mitment to women’s autonomy or set them
up as a polarised opposition. The Red _Rag
collective must see a place for some mixed
work.

So why consider Beyond the Fragments
premature for just wanting to discuss~_tt?. -

urgency displayed by some participants.
After all, we are facing a sever right wing
backlash and economic crisis which needs
some kind of collective fightback. ‘Unity’
and ‘urgency’ is often the clarion call of
a socialism which only perpetuates differ-
ences by not recognising them. We should
be motivated by two kinds of urgnecy:
that of transforming socialism, by recog-
nising those differences for what they are,

I was a bit disturbed by the lack of

and that of beginning to create unity, on
our own terms, before we are pushed so
hard against the wall that it will be too late .Sue Greenberg

[Big Flame member]

BEYO 9
NEARLY fifty came to the workshop on
radiéal media. We split into two groups,
one concentrating on print, the other on
film, TV and radio. In the print half we
started by discussing- community access to
our papers, moved briefly through the
problems __,of distribution, wondered how
we could break out of our small reader-
ship circle, and heard an enthusiastic intro-
duction to the projected East End News.

A woman journalist objected that the way
the discussion had been set up was male-
oriented, and the subjects suggested for
the agenda were male too. She was
followed by perhaps half a dozen women
who told oftheir experiences working in
radical media the relativel new Bush= Y
News from West London have adopted a
policy of having at least 50 per cent of
their collective female; women on Isling-
ton’s Gutter Press have to approve all
new collective members; the Shefiield Free
Press appeared to have no policy at all.

Just over an hour had gone by the time
we got on to skill sharing, the future of
the People 's News Service research facil-
ities, and the possibility of setting up a
conference for ourselves. The other com-
rades returned and gave a report on their
half. Some participants were away to pick
up their children and it was already half
past one.

at way for. David Clar

.._4

A few of us met outside the locked build-
ing at 5.30 to try to continue the discussion
but that wasn’t possible. Instead, we
swapped names and addresses and agreed
to set up a radical media conference. For
the moment, The Leveller will co-ordin-
ate towards the first planning meeting
of that conference, so at least one intiative
has come out of that workshop. From my
viewpoint, the meeting was helpful in
putting faces to names or papers long
admired from afar, and in sharply posing a
question of my own style in co-ordinating
a mixed workshop. lt was worth going all
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THE Red Rag workshop was organised
because many women involved in feminist
politics felt that neither the book nor the
conference addressed themselves to the
central issue in feminism: the problem of
women’s personal and political relations
with men(glossed here as ‘patriarchy’)
but instead saw the issue in organis-
ational terms.

Fhis workshop expressed the need to
clarify the real conflicts between the
genders before alliances of the kind
discussed could be put into practice.
That is, feminists don’t just disagree with
the organisation of left political groups
——we think a lot of‘socialist’ policy is
anti-women (housing kept coming up
again and again).
The discussion was stimulating, inform-

ed, sore, and above all articulate. It did
not suggest that there are clear answers
and there was more than a little despair
in the atmosphere (‘nothing’s changed,
we were sayingall this ten years ago...‘) e
The workshop began with a prepared

discussion on how (if at all) men have
changed in the last ten years of serious
work on sexual politics within the WLM.
Red Rag speakers proposed two theories.

5 I’ll call them ‘voluntarism’ and ‘crunch’.
* The first says men will change through

‘C the power of ideas. This theory was easily
satirised. The second (essentially a rad-
ical feminist approach) says men can be
socialised so far... But they will only
really change when they have to neg-
otiate on equal terms with women and that
day will only come when women withdraw
their servicing and nurturing activities

theories?
Anyway, no-one appeared to disagree

1that there is a compelling need for a
collective response from men to the issue
of patriarchy; that we should have had it
before the conference took place; and that
the individual response of sympathetic
men (usually through their personal
relationships. with feminists) was not
-nough.

‘ in toto. Surely these can’t be the only two

zlarjy Standing

THE AFTERNOON workshops w
assembled by random selection; people
drew numbers at morning sessions. The

y, one I attended devoted_itself mainly to
d1SCl.lSS10l1S of organisation and the ex - <
change of information. A woman from a
local Depo-Provera campaign spoke of
the solidarity that grew up in single issue
campaigns, despite the diversity of polit-
ical opinions involved, but regretted that
there was little opportunity for discussion
beyond the immediate campaign, and
hoped that the Beyond " the Fragments
movement might provide that.
The discussion drifted rather when it

came down to deciding exactly how this
might emerge. The workshop agreed that
Fragments could provide an opportunity
for the exchange of information and ideas
There is certainly a crying need for such
a network, but there were few specific
suggestions. Ideas of a newsletter were
dismissed as superfluous (‘the left has
more mags than it needs already’) and
of a central information bank -as

at\impractical. , »
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This indecision stemmed from the fact
that there was no discussion — let alone
consensus — about the aim of such inform-
ation. Were we seeking to publicise
local campaigns more widely, to form a
network to provide comradely support,
or to draw the fragments together into a
larger movement? Such questions invoke
larger political issues which were care-
fully avoided. A woman from Gateshead
SWP spoke of the need for a mass move-
ment which would build class solid-
arity. The suggestion was politely passed
over like an embarrassing social gaffe.

Chris Schiiler

PERHAPS conferences have to end with
plenaries. If there was one that shouldn’t,
this was it. Perhaps there couldn’t have
been a continuing dialogue; all there was
was a chain of sentiments.
First came a statement on Poland from an

invited Tribunite. Everyone wanted to hear
it. The news from Gdansk was good that
day; the Party bosses had been brought
to an agreement with the strikers. But
some of the tone made people embarrassed
—-particularly a reference to ‘young
married couples’ in Poland being unable to
get homes.
Then Gay Left made a statement. There

had been no gay perspective in the dis-
cussions.
A statement was read from the women,

men and patriarchy workshop, which had
continued throughout the day. It made four
principal points: we can’t assume a basis
for a unity that doesn’t yet exist; any
future conference should have at its centre
the issue of patriarchy; men should take
more responsibility for challenging
sexism — it should not be the respon-
sibility of women alone; and that positive
policies should be developed by putting
patriarchy at the centre of discussions
on all issues. l\

\

care arrangements at the conference
The creche was overcrowded and under
staffed, and too far removed from the rest
of the meetings.

Reports back from workshops were neatly
divided into two; one on issues raised, the
other on ways ahead.
There was a vote on the possibility of a

Then a statement criticising the childK
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recall conference. After a good deal of
confusion, the idea was overwhelmingly
approved. So many people had felt the
workshops had started to get something
going; now it was slipping’ from their
grasp.  
After this the statements came thick an

fast. Someone from the IMG on how there<
had been too little political perspective
about the whole thing. An SWP Rank
& Filer with a speech on the Right to
Work march, and a crude declaration
that Thatcher was enough to ensure unity.

By this time a petition was circulating on
Poland, containing the simple demand for
free trade unions. The gays refused to sign
it and made a statement that they wouldn’t
unless it called for full rights for Polish
gays.
The National Childcare Campaign the

replied to the earlier statement on the
creche. The unexpectedly large turnout of
children had messed up the prior arrange-
ments. But there was general assent to
the statement: ‘Childcare arrangements
are an essential part of our vision of
socialism’. .
Chairing the session, Amanda Baird anc.

Hilary Wainwright had asked for short
speeches on how the Fragments initiative
should be followed up. They didn’t get
them. Except for those from the gays and
the childcare people, every one of the con-
tributions could have been made any time,
in any place, in any context. There was no
relating.
At the very end, Sheila McCrindle from

gether with a fine speech that started
‘Surely we can organise with people we
agree with...’ while all around her things
were falling apart. By this time, which was
the time the session had to finish 30
people were queuing up‘ to speak. Among
them an autonomist who insisted on
getting his chance. There was a suggestion
of violence as he gestured frantically to get
the mike. McCrindle kept talking, very
collected. Hilary Wainwright, in the
chair, explained it had to stop, but there
was a mounting edge of concern in her
tone. The last image everyone had of the<\
final plenary was the autonomist standing
on the table, screaming that he hadn't
intended violence but had to speak.<
A few people wanted to pull him down, ba

8
most just ignored him and drifted away.

Perhaps it was a more realistic endin
than some comfy camaraderie to cover
the cracks. But it left many people with
the impression that the crusade was
hopeless: a crash for those who’d made
friends and contacts, or reactivated old
ones; those who’d been in afternoon work-
shops that had been positive; those who’d
simply enjoyed the day and its general
atmosphere of benevolence.
It had been different from other con

ferences, precisely because there was
no pressure to arrive at any kind of consen
sus or agreement, by compromise or
orce , at the end.
At least we now know where we stand

\ A Tim Gap
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Holland may conjure up pictures of tulips and contented people pedalling
to and fro, but Dan Re ’em has discovered a few cracks in the shell of
affluence and consensus...

HOLLAND has a large and very active
squatting movement. This extends to
provincial centres such as Eindhoven,
which has about 200 squatters, four of

’ whom I found on the first evening.
They were very suspicious at first,

. apparently thinking that I had been sent
by the owner to spy in them. There are
only a few houses in Holland under
public ownership, so most squatting is

privatehouses or flats.
A couple of weeks before, the

owner and some thug friends had
gained entry in the early hours and
attempted to evict the occupants. They
were repelled, the owner was caught by
thepolice and later imprisoned for a
few days, Since then elaborate defences
have been constructed. Metal grills have
been placed over the windows, ammonia
is kept to repel dogs and there is a
stock of bottles ready to be hurled at any
unwelcome visitor. Paradoxically, most

g of the squats are very luxurious, many
of them having central heating. I moved
into a squat the following day.

A few days later I arranged to meet
. a oouple of people from the squat, in
‘ . .. . .

.... .. from previous page

teaching methods, and placing much
greater emphasis on ‘non-formal’ educ-
ation. In the words of educational
planner Migeul de Castilla: ‘We have
blown apart the myth that education
is something which only takes place
in schools .’

There could be no better illustra-
tion of that claim than the centre-
piece of post-revolutionary education,
the ‘Literacy Crusade’, carried out bet-
ween March and August this year. Under
Somoza the illiteracy rate in Nicaragua
was among the highest in Latin America,
at around 50%. After an intensive five-
month campaign, involvingthe (mobil-

A isation of some 180,000 students and
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Amsterdam. There were to be demon-
strations against a new law — very
similar to our own Criminal Trespass
Act — which is about to be introduced.
Unfortunately we failed to meet at the
appointed time, so I decided to go and
look for them amongst Amsterdam’s
6,000 squatters. The response to these
enquiries was very unfriendly.

When I at last found someone who
would talk to me, he explained that the
police had put many infiltrators into
the large squats and in the circumstances
talking to strangers was considered un-
wise.-

I was very surprised at both the level
and informality of organisation of
squatting in Amsterdam. They have set
up bars, cafes and even their own radio
station. The radio station is in the most
famous squat in Amsterdam, the Groote
Keyser or Big Emperor. It is a huge
building fairly near the centre of the city
which the occupants have turned into a
fortress with windows up to the third
floor covered by metal plate at least one
inch thick. There is barbed wire every-
where. Fireworks and barrage balloons
school-children as rural literacy teach-
ers, plus 40,000 part-time volunteers
in the towns, it has been brought down
to around 12 %. No country had ever
attempted such as ambitious project
so soon after achieiving liberation, but
the Sandinistas saw it as essential not
only in educational but in political
terms. B_v Sending out tens of thous-
ands of young people from the cities
into remote rural areas they have not
only made sure that the revolutionary
message reached even the most isol-
ated villages — many of which had
heard only vague stories about a
‘change of govemment’ —- but brought
city-dwellers face to face with the
absolute poverty many had never
imagined existed.
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are on the roof to stop a helicopter
landing. Spotlights and spyholes are used
to vet all visitors. If you are not known,
you certainly won’t be let in.

The main function of the pirate radio
station is to disseminate information to
squatters. It proved very useful during
the large police operations — so useful
that police jammed many of the
frequencies used. There is also a CB
radio in the studio, which means that
if there is an attempted evictions, all of
the squatting movement there will know
of it within a few minutes.

The next moming there was a
demonstration to support six squatters
who had been charged with throwing
bricks at policement. Apparently they
had been beaten up while in custody.
One had a fractured skull and a couple
of the others had broken limbs.

The six were taken to court for further
remand. They had already been in
custody for two months and the police
wanted to extend it for another 30
days. Parents of the six and a couple of
hundred squatters protested and they
were released a few days later.

The second demonstration that day
was a protest against the new anti
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The Labour Party Conference is set up as a great battle by Left and Right
alike. Callaghan and Benn. Reactionary party bosses against true democracy.

Not everyone sees things that way. There are people on the left who
reject all the terms of the debate. Julian Brennan is an activist, a member
of the executive committee of the Hampstead Labour Party in London.
He has published an independent proposal for the party structure,
challenging the ‘sacred cows’ of the left (such as the NEC), as well as
the mechanical grip of the right, and the power trips of both.

OVER the last few months, I
have been questioning the reasons
behind my membership of the Labour
Party. While committed to the ideals of the
party, I have this love-hate relationship
with it. My dilemma, and I suspect it is
shared by many, is caused by the party ig-
noring in practice the principles it
expounds. This betrayal by the parlia-
mentary leadership and certain prominent
members of the party must be halted. It
not only goes against conference decisions
and party policy. which is bad enough,
but represents a denial of the fundamen-
tals we are supposed to hold true.

f r the obvious reason is that for- O cou se,
squatting law. There was very little trouble too long the status quo has been main-
compared to what I was expecting. tained to preserve personal and/or section-

The police in Amsterdam don’t go
in for saturation coverage of demon-
strations, they just call the riot squad in
when the going gets tough. Many squat-
ters carried gas masks on the demonstra-
tion, and I was advised to take a wet
handkerchief.

The demonstration finished outside
another of Amsterdam’s famous‘ squats,
the occupants of which were due for
eviction the following day. Eviction
actually took place about six days later.
Two thousand armed police turned up
for-the fun, the equipment used was H
spectacular. The squatters had dug a
tunnel through to the church next door.
Only one squatter and nine joumalists
remained inside, which made the police
look very foolish.
O More details of squatting in Holland
qnd other countries will be given in
Sguattzng: the real story’, edited by
Nick Waztes and Christian Wolmer, ub-_ P
lzshed by Bayleaf (Bailiff) Press later
thzs year.

Attempts are being made by some
on the right, mainly outside Nicaragua,
to portray the Literacy Crusade as an
excercise in indoctrination, aimed at
producing mindless, pro-Sandinista
robots. If so, it would be the first time
in history that a government placed in
Power by a popular insurrection, mob-
ilised immense human resources on a
volunteer basis to teach its people to
read and write, merely in order to con-
trol them. That there are much simpler
ways of staying in power the Somozas
demonstrated for 50 years, during which
they ht-‘:ld_lJl'l9 IHHSS Of the population in
enforced ignorance. The loss of fear is
an important weapon in the fight
against those who would happily
see a return to those days. Phil Gunggn
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al power and prestige. We’ve never had
a leader prepared to recommend that he
be accountable to, and elected by, a rep-
resentative body of the party.
Unfortunately this opportunism often

applies to the Left as well. One of the
slogans of the Rank and File Mobilising
Committee is: ‘Defend the NEC‘. Quite
what renders the NEC free from criticism
and its structure worth defending escapes
me. A cynic might think it had something
to do with the NEC being left-dominated.
All that the various proposals seem to

have in common is that they are being
made on the basis of their outcome in
relation to political influence and the
balance of power within the party. This
is not only wrong but serves little purpose.
The party’s political complexion could
change for any number of reasons in the
next two or three years, thereby leaving
us with even greater constitutional and
structural anomalies. Change must be
proposed on a principled basis.

But even local parties are being eaten
up by cut-throat politicking, and it would
seem that to show any ability or political
intuition you have to adopt the very
tactics which we should be trying to elimin-
ate. It has been to our detriment that so
many (not all) affiliated bodies made sub-
missions to the Commission of Enquiry,
based on arguments of one side or another
depending on the political composition of
their governing bodies. Too much has been
left to the professional politicians/experts/
leaders/democrats. Everybody who’s
active in the party should have joined in.
The constitutional debate could have
established democracy in the party, not
necessarily by the end result, but by the
way in which the debate had been carried
out.

The constitutional proposals I advocate
are an alternative to, not a compromise
between. the two main positions. Constit-
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utional reforms-. should not favour one
particular political position, but ensure that
the party implements its principles in
practice. This could start to facilitate the
realisation of our commitment to radical
change in society

I would therefore hope that this year’s
annual conference would pass motions
that:
1. Allow all sections of the party to parti-
cipate in the election of the leader;

2. Reaffirm that our MPs should be
subject to mandatory reselection;

3. Give the right to the Parliamentary; Lab-
our Party to elect the members of the
Parliamentary Committee and Cabinet;

4. Reform the annual conference, doing
away with the undemocratic block voting
system;

5. Change the structure of the NEC so as
to give direct representation to all sec-
tions of the party;

6. Give total authority to the annual con-
ference. which would then delegate
responsibility to the NEC to act on
its behalf.

Iwould propose that the annual conference
should consist of:
1. All Labour MPs, each with one vote;
2. All endorsed prospective Parliamentary

Candidates, each with one vote;
3. One delegate from each affiliated CLP,
with one vote. Those CLPs which, at the
time of Conference, have not selected
a candidate would have the right to a
further delegate and vote;

4. Delegates representing all other affili-
ated organisations, who would have a total
number of votes double to that of the

CLPs, those votes divided in groportion
to their affiliated members ip, each
organisation to have at least one vote.

This reformed conference would determine
policy and elect the leader, deput leader
treasurer and NEC (except V$omen’s
and LPYS section representatives). As
policy, conference decisions should be
adhered to by all party represenatives in
piblic office
The NEC, having received its authority
Conference, should be recognised as the
leadership of the party. It would determine
policy where conference had been silent
and should draw up and publish a party
manifesto annually in accordance with
conference decisions. The party_ leader
should no-longer have the right of veto.
The NEC should consist of 29 members in

six divisions (including the leader, deputy
leader and treasurer ex officio):
I. Trade unions (12 members);
2. Constituency Labour Parties (4

members);
3. Parliamentary Labour Party (4 mem-
bers);

4. Women’s Section (4 members elected
by the National Conference of Labour

omen);
5. Socialist societies (1 member);
6. LPYS (1 member elected by the LPYS

K

national conference);
Each section at conference would elect,
from their number, the representatives for
their division on the NEC. Whilst par-
liamentary candidates would participate in
the election for members of the PLP
division, MPs would not be restricted
to standing for election in that division.
The Shadow Cabinet should be elected
annually at conference, by the PLP. Al-
though the election of leader, deputy
leader and treasurer would also be held
annually, conference should be able
to waive the right to hold elections for
the leader, deputy leader and Cabinet
when the party is in office.
This year’s conference should also reaffirm

last year’s decision to extend the right
of re-selection to the general committees.
The CLPs are the backbone of the party
and no other level of the organisation
can properly serve our, electoral needs,
offer a forum for debate, and make a
coherent political contribution in the local

community. The GC must remain the body
that (re)selects parliamentary candidates
and MPs.
However, it must be said that they often

fail to realise their full potential. An
enormous amount of time is spent on inter-
nal wrangles and discussiong meaningless
resolutions of little, consequence to, or-
effect on, real life. We have become
increasingly satisfied with form instead
of results. The constituency parties should
be responding to local needs and taking our
arguments out into the community. To
assist this and to enrich the quality of
debate, I propose the number of delegates
branches may send to their General Com-
mittees be doubled. This would not only
allow more members to participate, but
ensure that the GCs are more represent-
ative of the membership. For too long
ensure that GCs are more represent-
ative of the membership. For too long
GCs, of the right and left, have been the
domain of a local elite.
Mandatory re-selection should be a good

thing for the party. It should open up
debate, involve members in meaningful
discussion and activity and increase
contact between the GC and the MP.
An MP must not however become a puppet
of that body and fearful of doing anything
and saying anything. If there is any differ-
ence between the two, it should be estab-
lished in debate. In this context I think it is
worth remembering that GCs often change
their position on certain issues. The whole
exchange must be_ based on mutuai
respect. I do not think reselection should
be used as a means of ousting an MP
because of differences of opinion or for
political ends. Anybody who attempts to
use it as such would be doing untold
damage to the party. However if a CLP
finds that its MP is failing to represent
his/her constituency properly, Ii nores
or defies party policy, then it should not
hesitate in choosing another candidate.
It is time to get Labour on the move again

as a cohesive political force. By making
these reforms we would go some way to
doing that. Hopefully some people
involved in decision-making will be honest
enough to put forward, or accept,
recommendations that may well weaken
their power base within the party. If they
are prepared to do this, we will be able
to ensure that our political work can be
carried out effectively in unity. If they can ’t
-—and continue to refuse to recognise
the majority view— then it’s time they left.
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ABOUT two years ago my
husband, Tony, was made
redundant. At that time I was
six months pregnant and work-
ing in an office. As chance
would have it at this time, we
saw an advert for a man and wife
team to run a newsagent’s shop
for a large chain. After much
discussion and an interview, we
found ourselves at the other end
of the country — and the
counter!
Now although I can ’t say it was

a prime reason for our decision
to accept the job, nevertheless I
have to admit that at the time it
did cross my mind that I would

at least have no difficulty in
getting the magazines I like to
read, being ‘in the business’
as it were.  
In Liverpool I had been fortun-

ate that our local newsagent did
stock The Leveller and other
‘minority’ magazines, but here,
out in the wilds of Hertford-'
shire, I was to find it was a
different story indeed.
When I phoned our 'whole-

salers to order my copy of
The Leveller, the girl I spoke to
hadn’t even heard of it! So, un-
daunted, I asked for my other
magazines. I was met either by a
complete lack of knowledge. or
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anb outright refusal to
supply. I was amazed — was I
some sort of freak? Didn’t
anyone in Herts read?
The answer is that some of

the major suppliers of maga-
zines and papers operate a
system of selectivity regard-
ing what can be obtained by
their customers (newsagents in
this case). They just cannot be
bothered with ‘minority ’
magazines, either because
they disapprove of the source or
because they are not com-
mercial enough.
What I find really sickening

about this form of censorship is

“_*-*“'%—“ 

that my oh-so-puritanical
wholesalers can supply me with
Fiesta or rapier without any
difficulty at all.

Since Tony and I became
newsagents we have had diffi-
culty obtaining some of the
magazines requested by our
customers, despite intensive
efforts on our part. So next
time you ask your local news-
agent for a magazine and are
told that it’s unobtainable,
don’t necessarily think s/he's
being destructive — s/he
really may have tried to get it for
you. The best thing to do is to
subscribe. CarolBoardman

 

THE WELSH radical magazine
Rebecca is one of the most
successful non-capitalist papers
in Britain. The latest issue's
sales of 9,000 dwarf the cir-
culations of London-based
current affairs magazines in
Wales _ Now! sells fewer than
4,000 copies, Private Eye
1,800, New Statesman 1,200
with 750 copies apiece for New
Society and The Spectator.
Rebecca is now looking for
£40,000 to re -launch the paper
as a monthly with ten full-
time staff .

THE ELEVENTH and latest
issue of Rebecca casts light
on the small fortune that Leo
Abse, Labour MP for Ponty-
pool, made from land deals in
his constituency during the
Sixties. Much of the profit
Abse made came from ground
rents on the 500 houses that
were- built on the land._Yet in
the same period Abse was a key
figure in framing the celebrated
1967 Leashold Reform Act.
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Abse is the latest in a series of
major Labour politicians whose
‘free enterprise’ personal and
business lives Rebecca has
contrasted with the ‘socialism’
that finds its way into their
political speeches. It was

l

Rebecca that analysed the
extraordinary friendship that
exists betwen James Callaghan
and George Thomas with the
Welsh merchant banker Julian
Hodge.
Callaghan and Hodge were

somehow able to ignore the
suffering that followed the
Hodge group’s rapacious second
mortgage operations. Both
helped to set up the Commercial
Bank of Wales, founded by
Hodge in 1971, and became dir-
ectors and shareholders.

Rebacca argues that the
blatant self-interest of men like
Callaghan, Thomas and Abse
continually undermines the
growth of socialism in the
Labour Party. The reason
why they are allowed to get
away with it is simple: there is
too much loyalty to leaders
and too little democracy in the

movement.
The disease doesn’t just affect

major political figures. Since
1976 there have been 21 corrup-
tion trials in South Wales in
which six Labour councillors
were convicted. Rebecca's
‘Corruption Supplement’
articles foreshadowed many
of these trials. In the May 1976
district elections concern about
corruption was a major factor
in the party’s worst-ever elec-
tion defeat.

Investigative reporting of this
type is both expensive and
time-consuming. With few
resources and only one full-
time member of staff. Rebecca

could only appear infrequently.
Since 1973 there have been
eleven issues, including six
‘ Corruption Supplements’ .
This publication schedule was

adequate in the Seventies when
politicians like Callaghan
presided over a long-drawn
economic decline flavoured by
concern about Wales. With the
Conservative election victory,
and the defeat of the Devol-
ution Bill, it quickly became
obvious that an irregular
Rebecca was obsolete.
The new Rebecca, although

based on the old magazine's
special brand of journalism,
is a completely different paper.
The ‘Corruption Supplement’
is re-absorbed back into the
main paper which will cover
all of Wales, north and south,
and in both its languages.
To make sure it will be effective
on the same scale as the old
Rebecca, the new paper needs
five reporters and five back-up
staff providing intelligence and
library facilities. The new organ-
isation will be run on co-oper-
atiive lines.
With a target circulation of

15,000, the new Rebecca
should break even financially.
But the re-launch will be ex-
pensive — enough money is
needed to guarantee a full
year’s operations and pay
for the cost of promoting the
venture. Something like £40,000
is needed.
The magazine almost per-

suaded the Welsh Arts Council
which badly wants a regular
current affairs magazine in
Wales to finance Rebecca to the
tune of £31,000. In a three-
cornered battle, Rebecca was
chosen by the council’s liter-
ature committee but their
recommendation was rejected
by an establishment-dominated
and hostile council.
The magazine now faces an

uphill struggle to raise the
£40,000. But if the target is
reached, then a unique ex-
periment will take place. If
Rebecca is right and‘ its new
journalism succeeds in attract-
ing a large circulation, there is
no reason why the idea cannot
be adopted in other areas of
Britain. ”’
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A PERSONAL advert in last’month’s
Irish Times provided an intriguing
insight into the State of Mother Ireland
1980. This ad proclaimed the intention
to set up a news magazine for women
that would report on ‘feminist issues,
politics, women in sport, business
issues affecting women, the arts, enter-
tainment, fashion and interior design’.
Let’s quickly pass over those last two
categories, and return to the ad.

‘It will break away entirely from
the stereotype women’s magazine and
appeal directly to the thousands of Irish
women who have been influenced by the
women’s movement in the last decade.’
The ad further said the mag was aiming
at a sales figure of 30,000 per issue and
a readership of 150,000 women.

Behind all this is.Magill. Magazine, a
monthly glossy colour news mag, and its
editor, and part-owner, Vincent Browne.
The reason for this expansion in Magill
ambitions lies in its last three issues.
After weeks of what seemed like hype,
Magill appeared last May with what it
billed as at last the real story of the
Arms Crisis’. The crisis in question came
exactly ten years ago when the then
Irish Prime Minister Jack Lynch sacked
two members of his cabinet, Charles
Haughey and Kevin Boland, with Neil
Blaney resigning in anger, and then
initiating a ‘conspiracy to import arms’
trial against Haughey and three others.
All four were cleared, and Haughey left
the court carried on the shoulders of
his supporters, but doomed to spend
years in the political wilderness.

Now of course Haughey is prime
minister, an election he won last year
because of the widely held assumption he
had the‘right hard line on ’ on Northern
Ireland after years of Jack Lynch waver-
ings. With his election, the Irish public
was faced with a re-run of those heady
days, only in great detail. In essence, the
Magill story, based on the detailed diaries
of the period kept by the late Peter Berry,
then top civil servant in the crucial
Justice Department. They stated clearly
that all the top politicians at the time
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CIVIL SERVICE CRECHE

CAMPAIGN CONFERENCE

2-6pm, October 11 at Kingswav
Hall, Kingsway. Holborn Tube.
Creche provided. Contact Danny
Friedman 274 9553. All Civil
Servants Welcome.
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Accomodation
Address

businesses or individuals. Instant
re-mailing. Write for details to D.F.
Wing, 5, Tippendel I Lane, Chiswell
Green, St. Albans, Herts.

knew what was going on, on the arms
import; that from the top, 1.e Jack Lynch
down, they all agreed that the beleagured
minority community in Northern Ireland
needed assistance rather more tangible
than verbal messages_of support, and, that
Haughey had been ‘fingered , set up by
a government unwilling to face the full
implications of its actions.

Magill normally sells around 35,000
each month. Its first Arms Crisis piece,
printed in England because of fears of
legal action, sold over 80,000. _Browne
stretched the story over three issues,
each time more than doubling its circu-
lation. But in_general the Irish public
just regarded it all as old hat —- everyone
knew about Haughey’s form.

Then. bit by bit, the saga seeped
through th_e _body politic. QDDosit1o_n
party politicians were the first to gripe.
Then however members of Haughey s
ruling party, F’iann_a Fail, famous for its
monolithic-like solidity, started to break
ranks. Jack Lynch issued a statement,
then Des O’Malley, currently an anti-
Haughey minister, and then Jim Gibbons
Haughey’s leading party opponent, the
man who gave evidence against Haughey
during his trial. In short ibbons said
Haughey was a liar then, and a liar now.

The significant silence on all this is
of course Haughey himself. He has snubb
ed journalists trying to ask questions about
the affair, deeming, and probably quite
rightly, that the Irish public were more
worried about their falling standards of
living, increasing unemployment rates,
and the first signs of the EEC-bubble
bursting. Haughey is having his own
troubles anyhow. A ‘self-made million-
aire’, he was somehow thought by Irish
people to have a Midas touch and could
make them all rich. He had charisma and
a certain style of government. very PR
conscious and almost American in its
quasi-presidential style.

Things have started to go wrong how-
ever. Haughey fucked up over trying
to change the Irish Ambassador in the
USA in July, he has failed to get his own
party men into top jobs in embarrassing

The Campaign for Labour Party Democracy
National Women’s Meeting, Saturday October 11,
11am - 4 pm, Conway Hall, Red Lion Square,
London WC1. (Creche and overnight accomodation
on request). Free to all CLPD registered women
supporters; men will not be excluded. Labour Party
women are warmly invited to join the Campaign
(£3.00) or to come along as observers (£1.00).

The meeting will draw up a plan aiming at ending
, the male domination of the Party, and the male

orientation of its policies. One demand will be that
half of the places on representative and decision-
making bodies in the Labour Party be taken by women.

We hope to have speakers on positive discrimination
and trades unions. There will also be discussion about
co-operation with other Labour Party groups such as
the Labour Abortion Rights Campaign and Fightback.

Details, and free copy of Women ’s Action
Committee Newsletter from : Heather Gaebler, Lower
Flat, 10, Park Drive, London NW 11 7 SH. Telephone :
01 458 1501 (day); 458 1984 (evening).

Ireland

circumstances, and the public is beginning
to strongly suspect Haughey after all is
more style than substance.

The whole Magill saga on the Arms
Crisis will be debated in the Irish parl-
iament come October, and it is impossible
to see how Haughey can avoid at last
‘going public’ on the issue, which brings
us back to Ms. Ma ill . It is ironic how the
oldest kind of Irish issue — guns not
butter -—- is so interlinked with something
so new for the country as feminism, all
because Mfig!" magazine has made some
money and now has ‘surplus capacity’
for just one publication.

The general state of women and fem-
inism in Ireland is embarrasssingly back-
ward and primitive, no disrespect intend-
ed to the brave but small group of women
who are trying to do something about it.
Contraception will be controlled by a
cowardly new Government Act (drafted
by Haughey himself when Health Minister)
that comes into force this November. Con-
traceptives will be available only on a doc-
tor’s prescription and then only for what
is termed ‘bona fide’ family planning pur-
poses. Even this is considered Satanic by
the still powerful Catholic Church. Divorce
is not possible, gay rights are negligible --
the result of an important constitutional
case asserting the right to be homosexual
is due this October, and abortion, of
course, is absolutely the end, really '
devil ’s work, even though an estimated
10,000 Irish women go to Britain each
year for abortions.
to Choose Campaign on abortion start-
ed up in Dublin, and they face a bitter
battle. The Contracefitive Action Prog-
ramme (CAP) still se condoms each
weekend openly on a Dublin stall, but
they fear the legal consequences of the
new Act this November. Spare Rib has
been banned on two occasions.

It’s all a sorry picture, and never was
a magazine focussing on feminist activ-
ity and thought more necessary, even if
a 1 50,000 readership seems optimistic.

David Brazil
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EQUAL PAY EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EQUAL POWER

SOCIALIST ORGANISER, the
fighting left-wing paper produced
by rank and file Labour Party
and trade union members has
been relaunched as a twelve page
fortnightly.

Our contributors include :
Vladimir Derer, Graham Norwood,
Ken Livingstone, Patrick Kodi-
kara, John Bloxam, Ernie Roberts,
Rachel Lever and Frances Morrell.

We will now also have a wider
coverage of our work in the
MOBI LISING COMMITTEE FOR
LABOUR DEMOCRACY,
WOMEN'S FIGHTBACK, against
the cuts and in the factories.

For a sample copy send a
stamped addressed envelope to:
SOCIA LIST ORGANISER
5, Stamford Hill, London N 16
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I REVIEWS
Babylon and Heartbeat : Two new fihns

TWO ‘NEW FILMS first shown
at the Edinburgh International
Film Festival look at contemp-
orary and not so contemporary
sub-cultures. Babylon looks at
Rastas in London andl-leartbeat
-at the post-war beat generation
in America.

Harrassment of black people
in Britain is not a new theme,
and Babylon directed by Franco
Rosso, who made the Omnibus
film about Linton Kwesi Johnson
breaks no new ground or makes
any original point, nevertheless,
coming e couple of years after
Blacks Britamiica, it goes on to

Choosing to
be childfree
Why children ? published by
the Women’s Press, £3.75

THIS BOOK doesn’t lend
itself to cool analysis and
theory, with cut and dried
answers to the question in
the title. It defies that. Instead
it is the passionate eloquence
of -women talking about their
children and their childlessness,
ultimately about themselves.

The title is a neat inversion
of the question always flung
at women from their mid-
twenties onwards: ‘Why
aren’t you having children?
Too wrapped up in your workf
self/(etcetera)? Here the
iilisfilication is: why have
c dren in the first place‘?

But the book certainly does
not go to the other extreme
and negate the value of mother-
hood. This negation was an
unfortunate by-product of the
liberation movement early on,
with the creativity of childbirth
and creativity in other areas of
life held to be as mutually
exclusive as the male status quo
would have it, albeit taken from
the opposite standpoint. Here describes her conflicting emotions
these artificial distinctions
between women are broken ’We’Ve got a right to be ambivalent
dgwn, and femalenegs in all its about S1101! El COmpllC3/[ed decision
diversity comes through. Brook
D’Abreu talks about this in her
egntjjbntion when she gays that joyful I Shall turn to it again when
she (and the rest of society)
needs to ‘acknowledge that the

._ ..____._ _____-Jflnllfl:

examine and develop in a much
more sophisticated way some of
the same issues.

The film follows Blue (Brin-
sley Forde of Aswaa), a young
Rasta who initially appears to *
have it made: a job. a girlfriend
and"’ita1 Reggae’ an elaborate
sound system which he tours
around Reggae clubs with his fell-
ow brothers. He loses his job, gets
up the noses of some local raci-
sts, gets picked up on a SUS
charge and in anger and frustra-
tion lashes out at the racist Bab-
ylon he f'mds himself in.

The character of Blue pIOV--

definitive of femaleness, both
for mothers and non-mothers’.

Some contributors are
passionate in the defence of
their childlessness, and are
devoted to their work, art,
lovers, or themselves. Others
are just as passionately defensive
of their lives as mothers to
children. But my favourites
are those who have not quite
worked it out yet and who
thereby defy the idea of mother-
hood being an easy and natural
choice. Firstly Judith Barrington,
who as a lesbian probably has
the most charges_of ‘unnatural’
behaviour flung at her, but who
carries on, battling constantly
against the accusing patriarchal
voices in her head, and trying
nonetheless to help bring up her
lover’s two daughters; then Spes
Dolphin, also gay, who totally
ignored her pregnancy as she
went horseback riding and
marched against the Vietnam
war. She did everything but sit
and rest and accept in ‘motherly’
fashion the coming birth; Anna
Wileman, who really wanted her
children, but now, surrounded
by demanding young triplets as
well as an older daughter, says:
‘Maybe this will turn out to be
the happiest time of my life. But
I don’t really believe that’. Kathy
West sums it all up as she

on being a mother and says:

as this’.
The book is fine and strong and

I feel hemmed in by too few
choicesin my life. But I can’t

capacity to conceive is non- r help thinking that these women
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ides an artistic vehicle for expos-
ing how thinly racism is disguised
in British Society, and how any
illusion that it is otherwise sim-
ply evaporates when held up for
examination.

Rastafarianism is seen as a
source of cultural identity and
black pride in a hostile white
world and its attraction to young
blacks is made obvious. The film
is clearly committed but at the
same time critical of the culture
it’s describing - Blue takes out his
anger by beating up white gays,

Heartbeat, on the other hand,
directed by John Byrum, manages
to effectively evoke the early beat
era, but fails to question the
ideals upon which that ‘alterna-
tive’ lifestyle was based.

Its the story of the legendary
triangle formed by Jack Kerouac,
the prophet of Beat: Neal Cassady
its folk hero (the fictional Dean
Moriarty of On the road): and
Carolyn, his wife. The three
move in together and form a
menage a trois.

Part of a genre of American
cinema including Badlands and
Days of Heaven, it lacks the hard
edge of either of these. Its almost
idolatrous in approach, and with
hindsight this is hardly sufficient.
Carolyn (Sissy Spacek), is port-
rayed as a perfect backdrop for
the two men (Nick Nolte, John
Heard), providing a kind of con-
servative point of reference for
them.

are the fortunate ones. Either
by life-style or attitude, they
have broken free from the
constraints of a society where
women are all seen as potential
mothers, and mothers are
ex ected to behave in a certainP
narrowly defined and self-
sacrificing way. Where" are the
voices of women still bound by
these constraints‘? As editors
Stephanie Dowrick and Sibyl
Grundberg say: ‘We found
unhappy mothers unwilling to
say so in print’. They really
would have a story to tell.

Barney Bardsley

Learning to

Dale Spender and Elizabeth Sarah,
Learning to Lose: Sexism and
Education, The Womens Press,
£3I95I

“MOST EXISTING work which
sets out to criticise the position
of women in education is mainly
concerned with the removal of
sexism from the classroom, and
that is not enough. What is needed
is the development of a theory of
education based on co-operative
learning and an educational
practice which does not take
gender inequality as given.”

She voluntarily -gives up her
dreams of being an artist to live
out the American dream in sub-
urbs where -every family has a
barbecue pit and 3.2 kids. But
while this life is shown to be
stifling for Neal (the likeable,
freewheeling, out-of-his-head
drifter) Carolyn herself expres-
ses no discontent although
objectively, the situation is con-
lsliderably more oppressive for

er.
The film is as one would -

expect, well made and watchable,
but disappointingly over-roman-
ticised and glossy.

Joanna Blythman
_ ‘. - -\ 1 . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _.
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Nick Nolte as Neal Cassidy in
in ‘Heartbeat’.

So write Dale Spender and
Elizabeth Sarah, the editors of a
new book Learning to Lose on
sexism and education. Despite the
claim to be breaking new ground,
the analyses produced in the initial
feminist critiques of education are
not noticeably different from
previous work in this field and
there is an inconsistent and rather
muddled treatment of issues like
what ideology is, and how
patriarchy actually works so that
the book is theoretically weak.

The last sections of the book
on curriculum and the classroom
are the most practical, although
there is perhaps too little treat-
ment of how to deal with resist-
ance from pupils, especially male
ones, to talking about sexism.
There are useful bibliographies at
the end of the book on materials-
for classroom use and resources
for women’s studies s well as H
more general bibliography.

The book would certainly be
helpful to teachers anxious to
adopt a feminist and non-sexist
classroom practice, although the
main emphasis is on secondary
pupils; it is a pity more could not
have been said about primary
school children.

But it is doubtful whether the
collection, which (rightly) is
heavily based on personal exper-
ience, has enough basis in reasearch
to achieve itsfaim of further
developing a feminist theory of
education, an area in which much
work remains to be done.
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Gidal has described “narrative” as fascist.
Godard, for his part, has retained an
interest in trying to combine political
struggle — be it in Dagenham, Italy,
Palestine or Portugal — with a struggle
against oppressive forms of expression.

Since 1974 his collaborator has been
Anne-Marie Mieville with whom he moved
from Paris to set up the Sonimage pro-
duction company in Grenoble. Their only

, work to appear in Britain has been
Numero Deux from 1975. This was a
transfer to film of video material broadly
concerned with women at home. His first
acclaimed feature A Bout De Souffle
(1959) has, in retrospect, much to
connect it with recent work. The equation
of women with sexuality and little else now

JEAN-LUC GODARD. The name will image production. appears thematically to link most of his
mean nothing to the youth of the eighties. Symptomatic of this is the fact that early work with current preoccupations.
It will mean nothing to most film-goers since 1968 Godard has not taken sole The latest, Sauve Qui Peut (Slow Motion),
and socialists. Yet for anyone both social- credit as director for films with which he is the first Godard related work since his
ist and interested in film, the news that a has been involved. In 1969 he was part collaboration with Jean—Pierre Gorin on
new feature opens a Godard season at the of the Dziga-Vertov group. Vertov (real Tout Va Bien in 1972 to use stars in a
National Film Theatre on October 1st — name Denis Kaufman whose translated narrative. It is almost as if Godard is
before going to the Camden Plaza for a pseudonym means Spinning Top) was a coming back to repent. Prostitution is
season — should arouse great curiosity. prolific Soviet film-maker of the 1920’s again a theme as it was in Vivre Sa Vie
Godard stands unrivalled as a political whose experimental and documentary in 1962. But that’s not all. There is a
film-maker. Any discussion of politics and approach in recording post-revolutionary contrast between city and country life
the cinema, which has been a growth events was in stark contrast to the epic which appears to have biographical
industry around European campuses, has reflections of his contemporary Sergei impgrtange for Godal-d_
to encompass work that he has been Eisenstein. Eisenstein prefigures the Godard with be in London for the
involved in simply because his Hollywood- orthodoxy of Mosfilm production, which - Slow Motion premiere and will speak at
derived practice, when lumped together in turn is as hegemonic in the eastern the NFT on the night. There will then
with Truffaut et al as part of the French bloc as Hollywood is for the west. Vertov follow a total of thirty works which will
New Wave, changed in response to on the other hand has remained a minor provide a unique opportunity to assess
contemporary (mainly French) political figure in the Soviet canon. the course of his work, which in recent
developments. The films under this group authorship years has meant TV work. Not since the

The politicisation was rooted in Maoist marked Godard’s break with the commer- then Hull College of Art held a three-day
thought but his commitment to “making cial distribution circuit to which he has forum in October 1973 will there have
films politically”, rather than exploiting never really returned. Other film-makers been the opportunity to debate the
revolutionary events as yet more however have claimed Vertov as part of political and cinematic merit of Godard.
Hollywood digestable subject matter, their pedigree. In contrast with Godard,  As an excellent lead to the debate the
means that any appraisal from a Marxist these can be characterised as essentially British Film Institute has brought Out the
base, Stalinist, Leninist, Trotskyist, or formalist. Their most ardent (and first Of H new Series of publications called:
whatever, must refer to him. No other mystifying) adherent in Britain has been ‘Godard: Images, Sounds, Politics’. Co-
director has been as tenacious in trying Peter Gidal whose writing and film work Otdiflated by C011" Mccabes it attempts
to reconcile questions debated on the has resulted in the most excruciating an evaluation Of Godard, particularly
left with the mmns of their expression brand of solipsism and purity imaginable. With Iefereflee t0 Women and sexuality,
under capitalism. No other film-maker His milieu, most often referred to as and hie political battles over technology.
has been as rigorous in active criticism of structural cinema, derives from Vertov Such battles are often submerged in the
the forms and technology through which an interest in experimentation, but end product but are crucial to Godard’s
capitalism represents itself, not only in banishes any kind of subject matter or attempts to free film from capital’s
the cinema but also in the general field of content in a search for formal ideals. oppression.
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Jean Luc uodard=

A new season of Jean Luc Godard films will shortl o en in London to
accompany a major biography of the French direc1¥or.pHere Nick Grant
casts a critical eye over his work.
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“A nd to counter the government view weihflave one of the grand old ‘TC F
troopers of the Iahour left who was bought out so long ago that he ’s ___ """"‘
always ready to I:-ome on and pay ll service to hi '1' I C '

Qosemary Deem Tories while cgnfgg-‘ding that a soc,-a“‘;m State can f,,gfg:_‘;;’:, :z‘;;‘a:.;?eg‘€, “A nd whether or not you_fall into enemy hands, men, you ’ll have to
zsn t desirable and would be ultimately unworkable anywa v. ” i swauow a whole ‘at of Hm‘
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Stick ya bills
TO COINCIDE with the
silly season, Edinburgh
once again transformed
itself into the festive city -
tinged with madness, och
aye. Anybody who thinks
it is possible or even
desirable to stage over 600
‘cultural’ events. in three
weeks can only be proved

wrong. Everything becomes
a manic rush in the name
of art: can’t get a meal,
can’t walk down the
street, can’t find any-
where to stay. The only
thing vou can do is drink:
not only are the taverns
open especially late to cater
for the visitors (who are

T; ._t__ ._ ' _
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they kidding), but all the r
fringe events seem to be 1
sponsored by the beer and
whisky manufacturers... no
Chanel or Durex up here.

Since he was last
year’s Fringe First winner
(with Heroes) it seems
only fair that Doug Lucie
should have another sell-
out on his hands with
Poison this year. The res-
emblances, however, are
more uncanny even than
that... this is another house
hold, in Kensington rather
than Oxford, but similiar
in age to the first, a similar
spectrum of backgrounds
and interests to make the 5
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melting pot all the more
tasty. A loves B who loves
C who loves D who wants
A and so on. All the changes"
are well and truly rung as
each possible couple takes
the stage to sort out their
differences and share
their secrets - while we of
course build up an impress-
ion of who the real cad is !
It’s a work which needs a
fuller assessment than this,
but in its present stage it
looks dangerously like the
‘well-made play’, with a
conclusion, a family guilt
and a seance. Lucie has
unusual flair for accurate
characterizations which
are absolutely contempor-

1980) and very accom-
plished dialogue. For the
sake of the future of Eng-
lish drama, I hope he
doesn’t write merely to
formula and go the way of
all Pinter.

More and more
women’s plays seem to be
advocating that women live
in isolation from men. Now
while this is easier than try-
ing to integrate men into
the sensibility of women,

in terms of the positive
outcomes of any struggle
Calm Down Mother (Col
lective) is self-confessedly
hermetic; three women

it is surely less desirable

rmy (Poison is set in July come together and splinte
 m
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WHILE I sympathise with Dave Rimmer’s comments in
Leveller 41, about the failure of Short sharp shock to
rise above anything more than a satirical level, I don ’t
believe that the ‘counter-culture’ he calls for will be
created by attacking Left theatre as he does. Precisely
because, as he says, ‘people live their lives in and
through culture of one sort or another’ socialist crit-
icism needs to go beyond the level of splenetic out-
burst we are ‘familiar with from bourgeois culture. The
Left has criticised its own theatre for decades for
presenting ‘caricature’ without ‘historical, political or
economic background’ with no noticeable effect on
the product -.- possibly because its own understanding
and presentation of that product is no less caricatured
and lacking in background. Until as audiences the Left
can wean itself away from receiving its own culture
merely as a product, separate and outside itself, reified
like bourgeois culture, until it recognises that -its
criticism can only be materially effective" when it
engages with the conditions shared by both practition-
ers and public, it will have no productive effect.

Politics and theatre, as Dave Rimmer suggests,
share many common features. But not the least of
these is the difference between analysis and action. In
our increasingly atomised society we are becoming
increasingly unaware of each other’s lives and increas-
ingly quick to analyse and interpret each other into
the ground. Meanwhile socialism, increasingly, takes
on the appearance of ideological rigidity crumbling in
contradiction at the first sight of action. Simply by
pointing out what is wrong with the world you don’t
immediately change it. In this respect both the kind
of political theatre Dave Rimmer criticises and his
criticism itself are lacking in an important ingredient:
close and detailed understanding of the subject they
deal with.

Foi:_ far too long ‘political theatre’ in Britain has
meant any show that knocks the Establishment,
slings mud at leading politicians and trade unionists
or points out the inadequacy of working-class or
left activists’ consciousness. All of these are essenti-
ally critical stances. Oftcn they are no more than sat-
irical. But if one accepts that durability of large
sections of ‘Capital’ is the result of painstaking study
of how things worked then, then not only what we
produce as culture but also our critique of it needs
to take greater account of how things work now.

The problem with much political theatre is
that it doesn’t do that. Like Short sharp shock or
Howard Barker’s The loud bo;v’s life (about a Powell-
like figure) at the Warehouse, recently, it relies con-
siderably on the juxtaposition of images - often of
decay or corruption - in order to create a kind of
moral shock-effect. The structural problem with
Short sharp shock, common to a lot of contempor-
ary theatre, is that it had no action. Its politics weren’t
translated into a story which could engage the
audience's involvement and interest at a level of
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political‘ activity and choice.
The great danger with theatre reviewing is that

traditionally it has been done by those with little
experience or insight into the business itself. Other
fields of journalism would demand rigorous invest-
igation of background information be fore delivering
judgement. Even a sports writer will go into consider-
able detail —- for example about the physical and
psychological circumstances surrounding the failure
of Bob Willis against the West Indies. But theatre is
fair game for anyone, so ignorance and prejudice are
acceptable. But what's worse, the consumerist, quality-
control function (checking the value of goods on their
way to the public) goes unchallenged, even on the Left,
by any other consideration, particularly those which
might improve the production process, the performance
of those doing the work, or the conditions under which
goods change hands.

Since about 18 months B.T. (Before Thatcher) there has
been an increasing and continual bashing of ‘young’
writers and directors (most of them now balding,
graying or paunchy) in and out of mainstream theatre,
with its consequent conservative effect on theatre
managements, big and small. That this is not uncon-
nected with the chase by our ‘young’ reviewers (some of
them extremely paunchy) to fill the current brains-
vacuum amongst our leading national and Sundays
reviewers has not gone unnoticed. But protestations
that individual critics’ notices are dismissed or ignored
cannot hide the fact that their effectas part of a
conservative tide throughout dominant cultural
opinion as a whole has been considerable. The most
recent bid for Gouty Guru of the Sundays could be
seen in Michael Coveney’s Observer diatribe against
‘Fringe’ theatre for supposedly rejecting the values of
classical productions.

To counter that kind of attack effectively, not
only our practice has to be better but also our think-
ing, in that we relate it to the arena which affects all
theatre workers, namely the production relations of the
business and their relation to the broader political
context. For as Dave Rimmer rightly‘ points out ‘..our
problem isn't one of individuals’, nor is it ‘to echo
the shortcomings of our fractional movement’ but to
find something ‘to put in (the Tories’) place... a counter
culture, combative, a place for drawing strength, an
area for strategic retreat, something that would make
the idea of struggle attractive.’

To do that we first have to understand how things
work, and to base our criticism on that constructive
principle; for it’s only by understanding present activity
fully, warts and all, that future activity can begin to
be successful. Then, with an army of administrators
able to forge the direct and close links to working-
class organisations which are necessary, the ultimate
judgement - that of a conscious, mass, working-class
audience - might become a reality.

Steve Gooch
7 win-In-III‘: -'-___l_ .-n-n-| n 1- ——— -‘.13.-|,.i.,,

over and over again in a
series of tableaux which
express facets of the
multi-spatial California
playground mentality.
There is pain, there is
fear, there are several
ages of woman facing
death and menstruation;
and yet the improvisation-
al form sounds like a ther-
apy session which comes
close to being stagey. When
the aleatory structure
falls apart again and again
it gets harder and harder to
stick it back together. It I
would be exciting, though I
to find a new critical I
language for work with 1
no barriers, presented as y
images of harmony and
conflict.

Senior man of the I
Polish altemative theatre
(now voluntarily resident
in Italy) Tadeusz Kantor,
like all men on reaching I
sixty has mellowed a
little, though not a lot. i
Wielopole Wielopole bor- ,
rows its name from Kan-
tor’s birth-place, but from
there onwards any resem- i
blance with real events or 1
imagined is purely image- J
rary. Now, if Kantor’s I
symbolism is in some way I
familiar, his images and
composition in no way
are. His dramatic poem
comprises shards of auto-
biography, as any poem
must; and in common with
poetry, the symbols of
religion and the army are
less important than the
way the chronology is
adjusted and the facts
fictionalized. Kantor sits
or stands on stage the
whole time - ostensibly
conducting the actors,
their movements and
the structurally import-
ant background music;
but, in effect, he resembles
a Proust figure, conjuring
up images from his memory
and translating them into
stage presence. What is
remarkable is Kantor’s
now familiar use of dum-
mies, moulded in latex,
who resemble exactly the
actors on stage. to suggest
that life and death are '
interchangeable: neither in
fact has any ‘meaning’ or
lasting ‘significance’ for
art or the world. Every-
thing is the subject matter
of art, not its end product.
Though, as one elderly
Scots lady said to me as we
left the theatre: ‘Well, it’s
given us all something to
think about...’ Yes, some-
thing indeed; one doubts
whether even Kantor knows
or cares what it might be.

David Roper
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IN Trial Run Nigel Williams
took. a simple idea and let
it evaporate in gusts of
rhetoric. In Line ‘Em he
has taken a simple idea
and - albeit with the aid of
rhetoric once again - has
polished it until it glistens. ,
A picket line of eight men U
is confronted by a
detachment of eight armed
soldiers: who will reach
breaking point first?
Anybody reading The
Lcveller would prefer to |

achm
Daniels

think that solidarity was
something germane to
strikers, and enforced for
soldiers...but this may not
be so. When it is laid on
the line (in both senses)
the personal fears and
interests may be too strong
to be overcome by the
group’s policy of ‘all ou 1.
for an extra fiver’,

Phil Daniels plays a
bullying agitator who pu ts
everything where his mouth
is - the performance is
priceless. And though the
play captures the spirit
rather than the letter of
revolution, it is simple
without being facile. The
details are occasionally
overlooked - no TV crew,
no police - but this is a
play of commitments
that is suffocatingly
effective: no one is at
risk of misreading the
message, that the Army
comprises bigoted nitwits
from the upper-class, and,
from the working-class,
men who have learned to
grunt and obey. Their
mistake is to obey the man
with the gun, instead of
the man with the force of
history. The new dis-
enchanted sons of the
workers have been in the
struggle since the day they
were born; anybody can
find an escape route in
jokes, songs, or sitting by
the river, but as the union
co-ordinator, Sam, says:
‘In our movement you do
not do anything for your-

lf.’ ,Se David Rope:

CAST
From one strike to
another is a play which
poses a series of crucial
questions about the role
of trades unions, theatre
groups and the law, and
could, in itself, become a
test case under the
government’s new Employ-
ment Act.
PLYMOUTH: Thurs 18
Sept

College of St Mark and
St John, Derriford Road

EXETER: Wed 17 Sept
Exeter College. H916
Road

BATH: Fri 19 Sept
St James Theatre,
Lower Borough Walls.

BRISTOL: Sat 20 Sept
St Werburgh’s Centre
Horley Road, St Paul’s.

CHEL'I‘ENHAM: Sun 21
Sept

The Centre, 57-59
Winchcombe Street.

PORT TALBOT: Mon 22
Sept

tour Winds. Princess
Margaret Way.

PONTYPOOL: Tues 23
Sent

Trosnant Youth Centre
Trosnant Street.

PONTYPRIDD: Thurs 24
Sept '

Regent Ball Room
Hopkinstown.

MAERDY: Wed 24 Sept
Miners Welfare Hall

CALDICOTT: Sat 27
Sept

Lower School Hall,
Caldicott College
Newport Road.

EDINBURGH: Mon 6 Oct
October Trades Club
Piccardy Place

DUNDEE: Tues 7 Oct
Royal Centre Hotel
Union Street.

CARDIFF: Fri 26 Sept
The Morrland Hotel
Morrlands Road, Splott

CUMBERNAULD: Wed 8
Oct

The Village Community
Hall. The Wind.

GLASGOW: Sat 11 Oct
Star Club. Carlton“Place.

NEWCASTLE: Mon 13 Oct
HUDDERSFIELD: Tues
14 Oct

COUNTERACT THEATRE
COMPANY
Never mind the ballots
The so-called ‘Employmellt
Bill’ is on its way through?
Parliament and the Tories
plan to have it on the
statute book by the summer.
The TUC has described it
as unnecessary, unfair and
dangerous. It is worse. It
is an attempt to smash the
trade unions by Preventing
effective industrial action
and making it easier for
the bosses to ‘shake out’
their workforce. The show
is an entertainment for
meetings organised to
smash the Act, and takes
a light-hearted look at the
way some of the clauses
might operate. It is
available for booking from

flllllil

DavidJones

14 Sept. Details fro _m:
Counteract Theatre
Company.
27 Clerkenwell Close,
London EC1R 0AT
(01) 251 4977

The show can be seen in
LONDON: Fri 19 Sept

Jackson’s Lane Centre
Archway

HAYMARKET THEATRE
Belgrave Gate
Leicester LE1 3YQ
(0533) 52021
If winter comes by Janos
Nyiri is a searching and
critical comment on
socialism, communism and
freedom in Eastern Europe,
based on the writer’s own
experiences. Set in a state-
run drama school, the play
looks at the lives, loves and
fears of a group of students,
working under the guidance
of the charismatic tutor
Moroi. Each student acts
out his fears and fantasies
to create a complex picture
that contains both their
dreams and realities. Janos
Nyiri left Hungary after
the revolution in 1956 and
since 1973, with the
publication of his novel, _
has been refused perrnisslon
to visit his country again-

LES OEUFS MALADES
The family album by BIYOIIY
Lavery takes six. children
growing up in the fifties
and traces the relationships
and tensions within their
family through to the
present day.

CROYDON: 16-20 Sept
Croydon Warehouse '
(01) 680 4060

CHELTENHAM: 23-27
Sept.

Cheltenham Arts Centre
(0242) 27168

SHREWSBURY: 30 Sept
Shrewsbury Priory
School

Bryoiiy Lavery
 —

LICHFIELD: 3 Oct.
Lichfield Arts Centre

LONDON: 14-19/21-25 Oct
ICA Theatre, The Mall
(01) 930 6393

MONSTROUS REGIMENT
begins its season of forelgn
plays with Dacia Mai-aini’s
Dialogue between a
prostitute and one of her
clients. It has been trans-
lated by Regiment member
Gillian Hanna. It is not a
documentary about
prostitution but an explor-
ation of sexuality; a
demanding play both on
the integrity of the two

in

__ __ ._ .

Man : John Slade
Woman : Chris Bowler
actors and a very personal
participation of the
audience. The action breaks
off in various places to
incorporate discussion
between audience and
company. This promises to
be a more fulfilling
experience than Crystal
Theatre’s voyeuristic
approach to the area it
presented in Jeremy
Sand_ford’s The fatted calf:
simpy dividing the evening
into play and discussion,
with an approach that
invited polemic about
prostitution rather than
a willingness to relate
personal sexuality to the
characters on stage.

It was originally
performed at the Madalena,
Rome - the only women’s
permanent theatre space in
Europe. It has toured
throughout Italy, Belgium
and France. A German
version is being prepared.
The week it was staged in
Genoa, the theatre had to
be cordoned off to
prevent destruction by an
angry riot.

BRISTOL: 30 Sept - 4 Oct
Bristol Arts Centre
(027 2) 45008

YORK: 10-11 Oct
York Arts Centre
(0904) 27129

LONDON: 13-14 Oct
GLAA tour

BIRMINGHAM: 20-25 Oct

OVAL THEATRE
and Matchbox Purveyors
Present Moby Dick or For
those in peril on the sea.
A jazz production, tickets
£2.00 including food.
Theatre membership 50p.

LONDON: 19-21 Sept
Oval House 7.30 pm.

En Algun lugar te espero
(A literary cabaret based
on erotic poetry).
Tickets £1.20 plus theatre
membership 50p.

LONDON: 24-28 Sept
Oval House, Upstairs
Theatre at 9.00pm.

From 21 Sept Oval House
offers workshops in Tap,
Modern, Gymnastic and

NigelWright

Disco Dance, Acrobatics,
Movement and Voice,
Theatre Games and Epic
Acting. If interested ring
(01) 735 2786.

UNITY THEATRE
The ragged trousered philan-
thropists.
Unity revives the original
1920’s Tom Thomas adap-
tation for the Communist
University, but will be avail-
able for hire thereafter and
should play at Theatro
Technis later in the Autumn
Autumn.
LONDON : 20 Sept

Goldsmiths College.
New Cross, SE 14.
Box Office : 698 0503

WAKEFIELD TRICYCLE

Space Acne
Snoo Wilson’s new play is
set in the future. The heroine,
an unemployed school-
leaver, chooses to take
part in an unreliable govem-
ment cryogenic freezing
programme, be stored in a
cannister and sent on an
indefinite journey through
space. Amidst amnesiac
crew, exploding cannisters
and rare astrological con-
figurations the spaceship
lands in Neptune. The
heroine’s journey takes her
through the sexual delights
of Neptunian arcades of
mouthies, and to surgeons
selling limbs to millionaires.
On return to earth she deci
decides to confront the
harsh realities awaiting her
there.

CHELTENHAM: 14-15 Oct
St Pauls
FROME: 16 Oct
Merlin Theatre
BRIDGEWATER: 17 Oct
Arts Centre
BEAFORD: 18 Oct
Beaford Centre
BIRMINGHAM: 23-25 Oct
Midlands Arts Centre
NORWICH: 29-30 Oct
Premises
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WITH A collective com- Noise and hell’ to ‘Gay
posed qf a ‘coalition of
revolutionary socialists,
anarchists, drag queens and
radicals’ a new newspaper
Gay Noise hopes to pro-
vide news of and thoughts
by people who prefer Gay

-\-

THE MAGAZINE Local
Socialism has been launched
to provide a forum for
discussion of issues re-
lating to the cuts, commun-
ity groups and local trades

_ ‘unions, and particularly
Ilillkéd to the ‘development
"'o_f concrete local alterna-
‘HV8 economic strategies’.
Number Three eontains
articles on rubbish, free
enterprise zones and em-
-ployment in Lambeth.
Available from the Socialist
Environment and Resources
Association (SERA), 9,
Poland Street, London W1.
Single issues 10p, a year’s
subscription £1.20.

THE NCCL HANDBOOK
Your Rights at Work by
Bill Birt es and Patricia
Hewitt has been re-issued
and ulédated to cover the
1980 mploiment Act,
the first_boo to do so. It
has sections on ‘You and
Your Union’, ‘Your Con-
tract’, ‘Dismissal and Re-
dundancy’, Health
dundancy’ ‘Health andSafety’, Matemity‘ Rights’,
‘Police in the Wor place’
and ‘Immigant Wolikers’
amongst o ers, and lots

, of cartoons. Price £1.50
in paperback.

WALKING A TIGHTROPE
the new Big Flame Women’s
pamfihlet, is packed with
exce ent hotographs and
has one oi)the most thought-
rovoking and jargon-

gree overviews of women’s
oppression that has surfaced

re“for a long time. Much of th
text is direct fiersonal '
testimony : ‘ any
women speak of how they
came to see their lives not
as their own private
nightmare, but as an ex-
perience mirrored in home
after home. we have to
work hard to overcome
that separation between
public and private _
without denying the im-
fiortance of our private

ves’._ Walking a Tightrope
is available from 4 a,
Hardman Street, Liver-
pool 1. 60p +15p post.

l

26

News and Heaven’. This
‘dengerous, D0l1fiE€{.lYf-II10l3l-
va e ra is ava e romsires»; as. e nex issue
due out on Septembernl 2.

- 

WIL_L THE Government
outhve the people ? The
current Peace News
gives the most accurate
and up-to-date list so far
of the secret bunkers to
which the lucky one per
cent will retire _ if the
bombs fall. ‘Spies for
Peace’ are called for
to research and draw
attention to the shelters
and underpound
shelters near them. Peace
News is -at- 5, Caledonian
Road, London N1.

 i-i

MANCHESTER AGAINST
THE MISSILES AND
NORTH WEST CND are
organising a march at
Blackpoo to coincide with
the start of the Labour
Party conference. This is
to show support for a
cam aign to stop Cruise
missile be‘ ‘ted ' As ing si m
Britain and to commit the
next Labour government
to cancel the Cruise and
Trident contracts. More
information from : 20,
Greystone Lane, Fails-
worth, Manchester
35. Tel 061 236 4905

— 
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SAVE OUR NURSERIES
(SON)_in Nottingham is
appealing for £1 ,00_0,
garticularly from umon

ranches, to run a coopera-
tive nursery. If elected in
May the local Labour Party
has pro_inised it full funding.
The building was won as a
concession rom the Tory-
controlled county council
when they sacked 140
nursery nurses and closed
down facilities run by the
social services. “We fought
like hell but we lost - help
us to win this little cuts
battle : victories are few
these days". Cheques and "
postal orders to : S.O.N.
clo 118, Mansfield Road,
Nottingham.

A DEFENCE COMMITTEE
has been set up to investi-
gate and publicise the
methods used by a special
police unit which has
arrested 135 mostly black
young people in I-Iomsey
since October 1979. There
is a growing resentment in
the community about the
way the youths are often
held for several days
without being allowed a
phone call,‘ and are en-
couraged to implicate
friends. Bail is hard to get,
with thousands of pounds
asked for surety, while those
who do et it usu ll hg a y ave
curfews rom 9pm to 6 am
imposed on them.

The Defence Committee
say ‘the operation has all
the hallmarks of a trawl’.
Police seem to be taking the
chance to clear their books
of unsolved crimes by
picking up likely ‘bodies’
to pin them_to. We suspect
that convenience is taking
precedence over accuracy’.
Hornsey 70 plus Defence
Committee can be reached
at 28, Middle Lane,
London N8.

 -

MESSAGE FROM
ABERDEEN : ‘The Aber-
deen and Lothians Trades
Unions Gay Rights Group
exists to support local gay
workers in difficulties. If
you feel we can be of any
assistance contact Jim at
0224 693493 or laii at
031 557 1662 (1ate)’.

MAJOR I_SSUES of gay
politics will be discussed at
gay workshops being held
throughout London between
September and December.
The first two are ‘Fighting
Thatcher’ on Selptember
18 and ‘Gay He 8 Groups’
on September 2 . For
details contact Gay Work-
shops, 5, Caledonian Road,
London N1.
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POLITICS OF ENERGY
Group seminars, taking
up issues which arise in the
anti-nuclear struggle, will
be held on Satur ay
Afternoons S18 Oct, 22
Nov, 13 Dec at Action
Space, Chenies Street,
London WC1. The first
seminar, a historical
critique of nuclear man-
agement’s risk and safety
assesinents, will be intro-
duced by Dave Rosen-
feld, and followed by a
social at the Roebuck
pub. Further information
rom Peter 01 986 5286

(evenings).
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NO NUKES MUSIC, South
London, has two gigs this
month at the Old Queen’s
Head, Stockwell Road,
Brixton SW9 ‘TV
Personalities’ bn September
19 and ‘Essential Logic’
on September 26. NNM
says ‘Ready to get those
stamping feet and shaking
bodies involved in the
growin cl ' st“E amour again
the N es. We intend to
stop the nuclear menace
and have a noisy good time
(lO1l'l%11I2. South Londoners
take eed’. NNM can be
contacted at 12, Kestrel
Avenue, London SE 24.
01 737 4977.

IF SEPTEMBER makes
you think of going back
to school try one of the
14 different evening
cour ’_ses on women s -
studies offered by the
University of London's De
Department of Extra Mural,
Studies. There are also
five marxism classes, and
workshops discussing
housing, Latin America,

“Dear Collective,
The proposed changes in Leveller are

very good, and I wish you the best of luck. l would
like to be a local correspondent . . . I am involved in
the NCCL, NUPE, the Trades Council, CHE, Rock
Against Sexism and the Hunt Saboteurs' Association .
. . l keep an eye on Local Government affairs and
other local issues, particularly those that are hushed
up . . . It might be an idea if you could give me some
idea of how local correspondents can best contribute
to the magazine . . . All the best etc etc."

That extract from a reader's letter— one of seven
offers of help we received that day ——— just about sums
up the fortnightly Leveller for us. Thesprevious day's
mail included an offer to be our correspondent for
the Ipswich/East Suffolk area from a Tax Inspector
who also wants to write about how taxation fails to
redistribute wealth, while the day after someone wrote
from York to ask about doing record reviews. Every
day someone calls up or writes in to offer help or
advice. Virtually all of them have been supportive and
there has been little critical correspondence.

A lot of readers obviously share our own feeling
about the problems we'll face. One staunch subscriber
who's been with us since the earliest day spoke to us
at the Fragments conference about his worries that
we wouldn't be able to sustain it. He wanted to know

§§‘g"u§,’§n‘i,§‘{,‘§f,‘{’,f§ f_§§_“""""‘ whether we’ll be able to finance the fortnightly, and
employment. Cost is 50p
per session. Contact the
department at 26, Russell
Square, London WC1 B 5
DQ, 01 636 8000.

OYER THREE hundred
original photographs from
public and private collec-
tions in Poland, almost
none of them seen before
in Western Europe, have
been brought together at
the Whitecha el Art

_-|_-|>---
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some insight into the debates within the collective on
the format and content of the new magazine.

On the finances: it‘ isn't going to be easy, and we
don't have any illusions about it. Welve raised over
£3,000 on Launch Subscriptions so far, and we hope
to double that by October 29 when the first fort-
nightly appears. Much of the initial financing has gone
back into promoting the fortnightly — we've issued

gxaii'ii>'i'iioIfi°i'$i'~iil'ii'i»1ai'iii§n 65,000 leaflets, sent out hundreds of personal letters,
§‘,§’_"l§°,§f§{‘,;’,‘§,?’;,}'{,,;§’,§E°"°‘ taken out paid advertising, -— and the mam work has _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
5’-,‘§l;’.,’,‘,.’,f, ‘§,’;i‘}f,“{‘IfPog,§’§§a been done durmg the summer, 'lIl‘3Cll'lIl0l'l3l|y our low
°"°I 14° Y¢aI='~=»in'=1"<iifls A period. But the money is now coming in at a healthy S“b5°“Pt‘°" Detansreportage, hoto phs

ii? , , 3 “Fm w ' ' ‘II b _ _

“‘§‘t.i'§%sEti§‘*§§.'§‘:£t‘.‘-. i‘1’3?‘i-i'5‘§-1 '4 ma I3:-ell113.18.Zeus?itniutsiginbihihri3-Iii?-E.£53.?’ A Launch Subscnpt-on costs at least £10<£5.00 —' Y 1 H’ ' "' ' ' '

';:‘m“§i§§~?rc=:%‘i°”"’i'a§'a?3?1m")’ On the debates within the collective it's harder to 5t‘"'dent5' °""m‘mt5' OAP5) and W"' '35’ for 5"‘film _ titifl _'
s"““°§§£sp§i §““’§,i:i'i§1r ‘°‘ summarise. Most of the work of planning for the months‘the! the ¢ ller. _ _
'ini¢];fi:h,,°‘;§,iges.;{Fl:§d““”e fortnightly has taken place, but we've still got a lot of
51 cgfrf,‘{;'}'f'n “NEXT i details to agree on. It'll ‘be an A4 magazine-— the same NAME ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
Lifer pATE§€ca 13*“ \\ format as now — and Wlll probably start Wl'|Il'l about
'i'ssUE‘ \ 28 Paqes. It will be tightened up |nternallY, with more ADDRESS ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " " ' '
“\““““ 1 news. We'll continue to write about developments in

the debate about personal politics, we'll have a new
6lTlpl'l3SlS on culture, Back Pages Wlll l’6lTl3lI'l as the

our investigations. ll he exact ways II1 Wl'llCl‘l we
present that material will be resolved at a weekend

which we'll be printing in a future issue — together
with a simple constitution which we hope will hold
us together when the going gets rough. The debates
around the magazine's content and organisation have
been sharp but always conducted in a comradely
fashion. And the collective has grown too, with new
members coming in and having a much clearer idea
of what the magazine is about and how they fit into it.

We're still keen to have readers write in as local
correspondents for us: we're preparing a set of notes
for local correspondents and these will be available
shortly after this issue comes out. And we'd like to
see more specialist correspondents writing in -
particularly in the fields of finance and the economy;
science and technology; the state; law and education.
(We want correspondents on every aspect actually, but
we're particularly keen on those.)

There's bound to be a problem with distribution,
particularly in the early stages. Readers could help us
by constantly asking their newsagents to stock us
(they can get supplies from Moore Harness at
Ol-251 9224) but it's going to be hard work to
improve distribution. The best way of seeing every
issue (and helping our cash flow) is by taking out
a Launch Subscription.

The fortnightly Leveller will set itself high standards
with an avowed aim of breaking out of the small circle
of the left talking to the left. It will be hard to do, for
the odds are all stacked against us. The first few
months particularly, when our finances are going to be
extremely shoe-string, will put tremendous pressures
on us and we'd like you to stay with us even when it
looks gloomy. For ourselves, we've all agreed to work
on the fortnightly project for six months and then
review the situation. Next March we'll be presenting
a full report of what's happened. In the meantime
October 29 will be the date to remember!

The Leveller Collective: September I980

I enclose cheque/PO for
(P ease make c eques payab e to:

Leveller Magazine (1979) Ltd)
_  ' national left notice board, and we ll be stepping up I h ' ' I‘ ' ' ' ' '

N“ ' school to be held after this issue has gone to press. Send to: Leveller Magazine
The collective has now adopted a General Statement 57, Caledonian Road,

s-"’ of aims '- a restatement of our socialist commitment London N I .W1’ rlh lid/I '


